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Laura Katherine Hutton, Doctor of Philosophy, 1976 
Thesis directe<1 by: Professor William C. Erickson 
Seven epochs of very-long-baseline radio interferometric 
observations of the Seyfert galaxies 3C 120 Gnd 3C 04, at 3.0-cm 
wavelength 11sing stations nt Westfol'd, Hnssachusetts, Goldstone, 
Ca Ii fOl'nia, Green Dank, Wes t VirgInia, Ilnd Onsll la, S,,,eden, have been 
nna I yzed for. source s truc t ure . An a Igor i thlll for recons h'uc t ing the 
brightness distribution of a spatially confined source frolll fringe 
amplitude and so-called "closure pbase" <lata has been developed and 
successfully applied to artificially generated test data and to data on 
the above-ment ione<1 sources. 
Over the two year t illie per iod of observa t ion, 3C 120 wus observed 
to consist of a double source showing apparent super-relativistic 
expnnslon and separation velocities. The total flux changes comprising 
one outburst can be attributed to one of these components. 
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Some previolH~ly Pl'oposed eJcplanations for the behavior of compa,:!t 
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studied is in fact due to varintions oC n similnr mechnnlsm is also 
discussed. 
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Chop tel' I 
INTRODUCTION 
"The history of 1'0(110 interferometry Is one of steadily Increasing 
baselines to obtain ever higher resolution" (Bare et 01. 1967), And 1967 
wns a good year III the history of radio Interferometry. Early in that 
year, the first Intcl'ferometers with totally ullconnected elements ,~ere 
tested, nearly simultaneously In Canada (Broten et 01. 1967a) and In the 
United States (Bare et 01. 1967), Bnd baseline lengths leapt from the 
order 0:'- 100 kill to virtually the diameter of the Earth. The first 
fringes on a transcontinental baseline (Algonquin Pork, Ontario to 
Pentlcton, British Colmnbla) ,~ere obtained on f>lay 21. 1967 (Cohen 1969), 
and, by July of the same year, angular size measurements on a large 
number of sourceD were In progress (e. g. Broten ot 01. 1967b; Broten et 
01. 1967c; Clark, Cohen, and Jauncey 1967; Clark at 01. 19680; Clark et 
01. 1960b; Kellermann et 01. 1960; Gubbay at al. 19690; Gubboy et 01. 
196(}b). As the supposed synchrotron self-absorption dutoffs In tbe radio 
spect!'a and the ropl(1 time variations had suggested, structure WIlS 
apparent In many compact sources on scales from 1 to 10 milliseconds of 
arc at centimeter wavelengths, 
The early e"pcri~ents, Intended to search for Interesting obJects, 
provided only very scanty sompling of the fringe visibility function. 
Only general stntements could be ma(le about the approximote angulor size 
of the brightness distributions. The theoretlcolly expected 
relationshiIls (see, e. g. Kellermann and Pauliny-Toth 1960). between sonrce 
size and 1'0(110 spectl'um were, hvwever, confirmed. 
The fh'st systematic sampling of 0 source's visibility fUllction 
came ns n by-product of nn atten~t in October J970 to mensure 
g.'ovltal.1onal light bemling by the sun (Ilo)lertsoJl ot 01. 1971), Tho two 
qUD19nJ'9 3C 273D and 30 279 were tracked for th(l cutll'c I>erlod of IImtnal 
vIsibility for severol days, as the latter was occulted by the sun. 
Tell-talo vorlnt'lons in the fringe amplitude os n fUl1ction of time of dny 
revealed thnt both sourc~'s ha(l observable structure (Knight et a1. 1970, 
The simplest interpretation w-as that of u double source In hoth cases. 
In February 1971, the experiruent ,.ras repea ted (wi thout the sun), 
revealing changeR ill the structure of both sourceI:'! (Whitney et a1. 1970. 
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Under the sl1me s lmples t IJsslllnpt iOIlS, bo th SOUI'COS shuwe<l aPPl1rent 
velocities of expl1nslon well above the velocity of ltght. 
These stl1rtllng results In'ovlded Impetus for the estl1bliBlllllellt of n 
source structure monitoring program on the so-called hGoldstack h (or 
Goldstone/Haystack) Intel"ferollleter, which began In AIH"11 1971 under the 
guise of the "OIlI1S0r 1)011'01", Dy tiny 11)73, array e lcments were added In 
'''est Virginia and Sweden, lncrenslng greatly the re~lons of the (u.v) 
plane ,~hlch could be sampled. 'I'he present 1'1 tudy will concet'n I tse 1f wi th 
data frolll these observing sessions. 
In par t Iculor, the obJec ts chosen fOl' 1'1 tudy al'e the closes t 0 f the 
strong ones, the rod 10 ga Inxies 3C 84 (NGe 1275) nnd 3C 120. In angnlar 
1'1 iZe, they nl'e among the Inrges t sources tho t we observed, perhaps for 
that renson, so that a gl.ven In+..,rferometer provides tb, best relative 
resolution 1111<1 111so the best nbsolute (I1S mel1snred In pl1rsecs) resolution 
that It was capable of pl'oduclng. Furthel'mol'e, the distances of the 
radio gl1laxies I1re more widely nccepted than those of the quasars, a 
point ,~hlch must be considered when computing appal'ent vclocitles of 
expans Ion. 
Chapter II constitutes a description of the eJr.pel·lments themselves 
Dnd the dD to re<1l1c t Ion pl'ocedures used. 1'101'0 genet'a I mapp lug techniques 
than the tro<11 tiona I Gauss ian-componen t mode ling me thods pl'0ved necessury 
to handle the apparently complex structure of 3C 04. ,",'1pecially, and to 
make full use of the "closure" method <Rogers et 01. 1974) of extracting 
phase Informa t Ion from VLDI da tn. An a Igor I thm for recons truc t ing a 
general conf ine<l source from the do ta WDS deve loped for this study, and 
Is discussed In Clhoptel' II I. Chapters IV and V pt'esent the resul ts of 
appllcation of these algorithms to the data on 3C 120 and 3C 84. And 
finally, in Chapter VI, conclusions are drawll ahout both the mopping 
algorithm nnd the sources. 
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Chap ter I I 
THE QUASAR PATIlOL 
TIle experiments that will be considered were conducted between 
April 1972 and Octoher 1975 at a frequency of 7.85 GIlz (wavelength 3.8 
cm) using left, circular polarization, with some subset of the following 
stations: the 120-ft (36.6-m) ant~nna at Haystack Observatory (IIH") near 
Westford, Massachusetts; the 210-ft (64-m) II l'fn rs II antenna at the 
Goldstone Tracking Statio)) ("Gil) near Barstow, California; the 140-ft 
(43-m) telescope at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory ("N") at 
Green Bank. West Virginia; and the 85-ft (25.6 m) antenna at the Onsala 
Space Observatory in Sweden (liS"). An 85-ft <'26-m) dllsh at Fairbanks, 
Alaska ("F") was also running on some of the early sessions, but the 
amplitudes are virtually uncallbrated and are not of much use for the 
analysis of source structure. All data was recorded on the NMO l'lark 
VLBI SYs tem. The sess Ions ranged from 12-hour Go Ids tack runs to 5-day, 
4-statlon marathons that re~orded upwards of 3 tons of magnetic tape. 
This chapter endeavors to describe the observing sessions 
themselves, from planning Bnd scheduling, through set-up and running of 
the stations, and the initial stages of data reduction and calibration, 
from the point of view of the astronomer Interested In source structure. 
For analysis of some of the same data from the points of view of 
astrometry and geodesy the reader Is referred to Wlttels I97~ and 
Robertson 1975. 
A. TIIE GEmlETIlY OF VERY LONG BASELINES 
The geometry of the Interferometer Is of interest to the astronomer 
for purposes of fringe processing, of course, and because it determlnDs 
the sampling of the visibility function. A summary of the subJect is 
therefore In order. 
The baseline Itself Is expressed as a vector which points from 
"st~tlon 1" to "statlon 2", represented as the difference In geocentric 
Car tes Ian coord ina tes 0 f the two s ta t Ions expressed in 
light-microseconds. The fringe spacing at any given moment Is determined 
-3-
/ 
by the apparent length of the bn~~llne as seen !~om the source (Figure 
II. 1) ,or, In other words, proJected onto a plane perpendicular to a unit 
vector pointing to'ward It. The two-dimensional coordinate IIYlltem (u,v) 
III defined In this plane, with u increasing to .he east and v Increasing 
to the north. The delay, between the arrival of the same wavefront at 
the two stations, is Just the prOJection of the basellne onto the source 
unit vector. When all these quantities are measured In wavelengths, u 
and v represent the two-d Imens lona I spa t ia I fr.equency tha t the 
Interferometer samples and the delay is the total Cringe pha!'iEl. 
As the ear th- fixed coord Ina te syl!l tern ro ta tes under the l!IkYI the 
proJected baseline traces out an ellipse in the (u,v) plane. Thus a 
number oC dlCferent spatial frequencies may be sampled with the same pair 
of stations. The eccentricity of the ellipse depends on the declination 
of the source" forming a c Irc Ie for a source a t the Nor th Po Ie and a 
straight Itne for one on the equator. As a result, the coverage of the 
(u,v) plane Is generally poorer for the more southerly sources. Also 
radio telescopes generally have limit stops, the ultimate limit stop 
being the Earth itself, so that the entire elllpse is seldom salDpled. 
With multiple baselines the coverage Is much improved, but often still Is 
far from Ideal. This sorry situation marks the greatest single obstacle 
to mapping of compact radio l!Iources through VLBI. 
To maximize the coverage, it is desirahle to huve the various 
baselines In an array as different In length as possible, for minimum 
redundancy. "Cross ing po in ts", or p laces in the (u, v) plane samp led by 
more than one baseline, can be useful, however. If calibration of each 
baseline is not possible, crossitlg points may be used to tie together at 
least the relative scale factors between different b08ellnes. 
Before leaving the topic of geometry, consider a triplet of 
stations. The base line vec tors sum to zero, 0 f course, and ISO do the 
de llays and hence the phases, for a po In t source. If, however, the radio 
source is reso 1 ved to a d 1 f feren t degree 011 the d If ferent .base 1 ines, its 
apparen t loca t Ion may d 1 f fer, and then the phases wi I I no t "c lose". This 
devia t Ion from zero provIdes ano ther clue to the s truc ture of the source. 
B. BANDlvIDTH SYNTm;S IS FOR THE ASTRONONER 
Both geodesy and astrometry depend upon accurate measurements of 
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Figure I I. 1. The proJec ted Hays tack/Ousa In base line Of;! seen from n 
northerly radio source. As t.he Ellrth rotnt.cs, tile pl'oJected 
hnsellne will trace Ollt an cllillse In the (lI,v)-plane. v Is 
positive to the nOl,til and u Is positive to the east, In the 
direction of Increasing right ascension. 
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the geometric delay. Here, however, VLBI is severe ly hampered by its 
bandwidth restrictions, which cOllle about because of the limited data 
capacity of the tope recorders. The sky is full of Cringes, 110 to speak, 
and they all look alike. It is impossible to isolate 0 source in anyone 
of them. Fortunately, the necesBary wide bandwidth does not have to be 
contiguouB; it Illay be synthesized from an array of narrow passbandll in 
the same way that an aperture may be synthesized from an array of 
antennas. 
In fact, It is Instructive from the astronomical point oC view to 
consider the bandwidth synthesis system in the (Il,V) plane. At ellch of 
several difCerent frequencies, a single interferometer has a different 
resolution; it becomes, in efCect, several interferometers. The beam 
pattern of the resulting array no longer consists of identical fringes. 
The "white-light fringe" has been, isolated to an extent which depends on 
the maximum frequency spac ing, and wi th an amb igui ty which depends on the 
minimum spacing. The geodesist usually prefers to think of the beam 
pattern in the delay domain and call it a "detay resolution Cunction". 
lie measures the geometric delay as the rate of change of fringe phase 
with frequency, rather than with resolution. I'fn thenm t ica 11 y, however, he 
does precisely what an astronomer does to locate a point source with a 
syn thes is array. (For the gory de ta ils 0 f theory and prac t ice see Rogers 
1970, IIlnteregger 1972 and lfui tney 1974.) 
Thus the typical Quasar Patrol experiment is spent switching In 
rapid Buccession (0.2 second intervals) between 5 or 6 narrow pasBbands, 
each 360 kHz wide, !!Ipaced over about 50 l'Dlz near the "center frequ('~,cy" 
at 7850 MHz. The Cringes are processed in each "channel" Beparately and, 
if POBS ib Ie, averaged coherent Iy wi th the phase reduced to this center 
frequency. Ideally, there is no loss of sensitivity over a non-switched 
observation. Instrumental dispersion must be calibrated by inJecting a 
coherent signal at the beginning of the receiver chain at each station 
and proceBBing these signals as if they were fringeB. The "phase 
calIbrator" signal is inJected continuously, but is wenk enough not to 
affect the system temperature, and, since it correlates at zero fringe 
rate, It doee not ordinarily Interfere with the detection of the true 
frlnges. In the event of malfunction of the phase callbrator, the 
fr Inges 0 f a strong rad 10 source can be used ins tead, assuming tha t the 
Instrumental dispersion is the same Cor the other observations aB well. 
If the instrumental dispersion Information is lost, the amplitudes from 
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the Individual clmllnels mUl'lt be averaged Incoherently, with a 
corresponding loss In sensitivity. 
I t may one day be I)OSS Ib Ie to use the extra (u , v) -p lane coverage 
gained by frequency switching for the analysis of source structure. With 
the present system, the fringe amplitudes and phases do not chang-'c 
apprec lab Iy over the less- than-one-percent spanned bandwld th, and the 
Increased sell~ I t ivi ty ga Ined from the coherent averal~lng hi COllSlder'ed to 
be more important. Doth greater recording and spunned bandw1dths ur(\ 
planned, however, for the future ~fark III system. It may then be 
advantageous to trea teach fre<luency channe 1 separa te ty in source 
structure analysis. 
C. SCHEDULJNG 
From the source structure point of view, (u,v)-plane coverage is 
the main concern; for anyone source, it is deslrabe to make measurements 
over as wide a spread In hour angle as possible. Given unlimited 
telescope time, or interest In only a few lIIources, and no geodetic 
requirements, the Ideal schedule would have nil the stations following 
one source at a time through its entire ohservahle hour angle range. 
Only then is there a chance of ohtaining the maximum amount of 
information about a visibility function that a given VLBI array can 
provide. This sort of scheduling, however, wDstes observing time since 
some te lescopes have to spend t line wa I t Ing for sources to come up 
somewhere else. 
Fortunately, most of the sources of concern to this program do not 
require such drastic measures. The visibility function can be expected 
to vary smoo thly for a per lod of time dependent on the angular size of 
the brightness distribution. With the exception of 3C 84, the sources 
are small enough to allow gaps in the data on the order of an hour. 111e 
practical lSolution to limited ohserving time, then, lIS to move the 
antennas hock and forth between a few SOU1'COS In the sky, returning to 
each often enough so that the visihllity functIon is "reasonably well 
determined". It should be noted that this sort of scheduling is also 
wasteful, in that large amounts of time are spent moving the telescopes. 
It does, however, better correspond to the geodesist'lS scheduling 
precept: the antennas should be cycling between at least three sources at 
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once. 
A general knowledge of the expected visibility Cunction Cor each 
source Is necessary to make a schedule, all we 11 all knowledge of the time 
acale of its variability <Which sources must be Included in every 
exper Imen t?) • In addition to source IItructure, astromelry, and geodesy 
requirements, there are other headaches for the scheduler. For example, 
dlCferentlal experiments (see Wittels 1975) tend to monopolize large 
blocks of time, caulling gaps In the data Cor other sourcel!l. And there II!I 
usually a 11st of "trial" sources to be allotted a Cew runs each during 
the sess Ion. Also, it takes any norma I human 30 seconds to change a 
tape, not counting rewind time. Some telescopes, typically Goldstone, 
are not available Cor the whole experhnent. Different telescopes move at 
different rates about different axes. (A particularly tricky situatIon 
occnrs when two sources Ilear the same right ascension tranllit at 
Goldstone, one oil the Ilorth side oC the zenith and one on the south. 
This problem occurs with 3C 84 and 3C 1.20.) Telescope limit stops are 
all different. Cables must not be wrapped around the azimuth axis by 
more than the ir length. Extra time mus t be a llowed Cor "peaking up" and 
for rad lome try. Previous to the flay 1974 sess lon, Onsa 10 had to be 
allowed two hours at regular intervalll to replenish the cryogenic l!Iystem. 
And so on, ad nauseum. 
For these real!!on!!!, and more, efficIently IIcheduling the Quasar 
Pa tro I array has become an ar t wh ich has neVlH' been comp Ie te I y 
compu ter Ized. The first approximation to a schedule, in Cact, is often 
conl!!tructed with a celestial globe in hand, along with tablell of rise and 
lIet times. Blocks of schedule may be lifted from previous experiments. 
One day's schedule should, as for as possible, be complementary to the 
previous day'l!! in sidereal time, to fill in the gaps in the salDpling. 
Extra runs may be inser ted for the fas t-moving s ta t ions while the slow 
ones are stIll changing source. The proposed schedule is then checked, 
to make sure that all the stations can keep up with it, by all ingenious 
no~-so-llttle computer program (Vandenberg 1974). After a suitable 
number of Iterations, the scheduler may be blesf'lcd wlth a "final" 
schedule, which Is sure to be changed at the last minute over the 
telephone • The same computer program tben prints mul t Iple copies of 
f Ill-in- the-b lank observing logs for each s to t Ion. 
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D. SETI'ING UP AND RUNNING TIlE EXPERIMENT 
As the appointed time approaches, the experimenters disperse 
themselves among the various stations and begin setting up for the 
experiment. Since the tfurk I VLBI regime represents a maJor perturbation 
on the normnl operntlon at lOost stations, this process can take as much 
as a day or more. 
The hardwnre re<{ulrements forbo th as tronomlca I nnd geode tic VLBI 
have been descl'lbed so lOany t hnes (see e. g. Hlnteregger 1972, Whl tney 
(974) that It hardly Beems necessary to add more words. A block diagram 
of the Green Bank station. however. Is Included <Figure 11.2), The other 
stations, and even Green Bank on occasion. may have differed In detail 
from this example. but the general principles must remain the same or 
there are no fringes. 
A few restrictions were put 011 the source strncture effort by the 
re<{ulrements of the others, and benefits were reaped as well. One 0 f the 
mo~1t far reaching In effect WBS the choice of the NMO I'furk r recording 
sys tem, over the I'lark I I sys tem. The I'lark I'll narrower recol'd Ing 
bandwidth (360 kHz) restricted the sensitivity and I1mlted study to tLe 
brightest dozen or so compact radio sources. Three ad vnn t agel!9, ho we ve r. 
emerged from its use. The first was that a great deal of care had been 
taken to account for a II losses In corre la t lon, so tha tit wns poss Ib Ie 
to calibrate the fringe amplitude scale without appealing to unresolved 
sources, which mayor may not exist. The second wind fn II came frOID the 
care the geodes 1 s ts have taken to preserve the mean Ing 0 f fr Inge phase, 
making it relativelY easy to construct the so-called closure phase, on 
which much of the following arialysis depends. 
Is more re llab Ie than the I'furk I I. 
Lastly, the I'furk I system 
Of particular interest here are the aspects of the hardware which 
affected the fringe amplitude calibratIon. DIs c us s ion 0 f t he s e, ho we ve r , 
is bes t unders !.ood In the context of the da tn process Ing nnd will be 
postponed to a section on that topic. 
The actual running of a VLBlsession can be, with luck, extremely 
dull. When everything Is working, the dut les .0 f the observer cons II!! t 0 f 
changing the tapes, cleaning the heads, lnaking the tape labels, keeping 
the logs, making sure the antenna opera tor po in ts the antenna a t the 
right place at the right time and takes the cnllbratiol1 datu, and other 
even less exc i t ing chores. The long periods of boredom are sometimes 
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broken, however, by moments of intense panic, during whl.ch data is 
usually being lost. It the.n becomes the ohserver't'J responslblilly to 
find and fix the pl'oblem, or find someone who can. VLBI suffers from the 
added compllcat Ion that, although runny checks on part or most of the 
system are run routinely, no overall check Is avaIlable In real tillle. If 
fr Inges are no t la tel' found. 1 t 15 no tal ways poss Ib Ie to recons truc t 
what happened. Constant meticulous attention to detail and large amounts 
of faith are required of a VLDI experimenter. T' is a t l' i h II t e tot he 
skill and dedication of the (large) Qnasar Patrol tealn that so Ilt:le 
data has actually been lost. 
At the end of each session, the enormous plle of tape boxes outside 
the door a teach s ta t Ion was shipped off to Hays tack for process ing. 
E. DATA REDUCTION 
In the case of VLBI, the term "data reduction" Inay be taken quite 
literally. In the first of two steps, the program "VLBI1" compresses on 
the order of 100 runs onto oue output tape t which inc ludes the complex 
correlation coefficients of each 0.2 second "record" of data for seven 
different delays. TIle program "VLBI2" further reduces the tape tonnage 
to 500 runs per ol.1tl)ut tape, by searching for and record iug only the 
maximum (complex) correlation for each record. TIle 3 tons typically boil 
down to 4 or 5 VLDI2 output tapes. The inner workings of both these 
algorithms have been described in great detail by lIinteregger (1972) and 
lihl tney (1974) in the ir theses. and in summary forlll by Vandenberg (1974), 
and will not be discussed further here. However, some description of the 
output format and of the corrections made to the fringe amplitudes Is 
relevant to the calibration problem(s). 
At til is po lilt, the da to cons Is t 0 f, for each record, the comp lex 
correlation coefficient at the fringe rate aud delay for which the fringe 
amplitude was fl maximum. Corrections have been made for the effects of 
infinite cUpping, nonzero residual fringe rate, etc., so that the 
amplitude gives the fraction of the recorded noise which was correlated. 
The Mark I sys tern 8nd the da ta process iug programs were checked (see 
Wittels 1975) by simultaneously recording tapes including independent 
noise with a known amount of correlated noise added. TIle reSUlting 
correlations were always within 6 percent of that expected over a large 
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range of fringe rate and amplitude. 
For an Ideal, single-frequency run, the complex amplitudes could be 
!lImply averaged over the who Ie length of the tapes to increase the 
Integration time. Because of the bandwidth synthesis, however, the 
records are no toll taken B t the same frequency. Instrumental dispersion 
and the change In l'eso lut ion with frequency cause phose ro ta llon. The 
practice, in the Inultifrequency case, Is to rotate each channel to the 
center frequency, using the pl1ase calibrator to determine the 
ins trumcnta 1 d Il!Iperslon and the observed group de lilY to correc t for the 
resolution difference. I t should the,n be poss Ib Ie to average the comp lex 
correlation coeffl'cienls coherently through the whole tape. Prob lems, 
however, arose In pract Ice. Some caused only headaches and others 
sign I f I can t loss 0 fda t a • 
Because we are forced to work with the amplitude of the fringes, 
irrespective of phase, noise causes a positive correlation even when 
there are no fringes. Whitney (1974) has worked out 8 theoretical 
estimate of the expected correlation in the no-signal case <for clipped, 
band-limited data sampled at the Nyquist rate'): 
2 IJC I 
(f, :: '4 ZUt 
where,A'I7is the bandwidth and At the Integration time. Units are, again, 
fraction of the recorded noise. This figure serves as nn estimate of the 
uncertainty in the estimation of the correlation coefficient in the case 
where there are fringes. With 360 kHz bandwidth and 3 minute coherent 
ave~pges. the conventional 5 sigma detection limit becomes about 0.0007, 
or approximately 0.3 Jy on basell.llcs involving the Goldstone antenna. 
The corresponding figure on liN is about 0.5 Jy, and for the Sweden 
base lines higher still. 
Where there are fringes, it Is possible to allow statistically for 
the add I tiona 1 corre la t ion tha t the no ise causes: 
2. 2. 1 e = PD - <If 
where P Is a better estimate of the correlation than p,. which VLBI2 
es. t Ima tes. This correction is mode to all the data, but is only 
s[gniflcant for weak fringes, with correlation coefficients less that 
0.0020. When there are no fringes, even the corrected fringe amplitudes 
Bre still positive, although small, and can systellJatlcally bias sOlne of 
the amplitudes upward and perhaps affect the source maps. 
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If the ~ystem temperature is not the same in 011 the frequency 
channe Is, then correc t Ions would have to be mode to the amp 11 tudes 011 
well 08 the phases. We have found, however, tha t var 10 t lonll are 
negliglb Ie except when one channe 1 III very near the edge of the rece Iver 
pasllband at some station. Rather than try to correct the amplitudes, we 
threw the da to from the bad channe Is away. 
Another, more recurrent problem, was phase noise due to I!!omewhat 
less than coherent loco 1 OBIC Ilia tors. If a coherent average II!! mode for 
B time longer than the time scale of the phase variations, the amplitude 
II!! sys tema t lea 11 y reduced by an unknown fac tor. Shorter coherent 
averages <normally 100 records or 20 second,,) were then used, with an 
ensuing sacrifice In integration time. The amp 11 tudes from the 
Individual 100 record "segments li were averaged Incoherently to produce a 
whole tape average with a larger error bar: 
Other equipment probleJ115 caused trouble, as well. Beginning with 
the Augus t 1973 sesBlon a recurrent tape recorder prob lem a t Green Bank 
and Sweden caused Incredible numbers of parity errors and significant and 
var ia'b Ie loss 0 f corre 10 t Ion. The error was almost completely 
compenBated for In processing beginning In I'farch 1974, but the two 
week-long, 4-statlon August and October 1973 sessions were left In 
shamb les, mos t 0 f the do ta tapes having been re-ueed be fore the cure was 
d lI.covered. Large amounts of bad and doubtful amplitude data were thrown 
away, and many more were re-averaged using only records without parity 
errors. Ae a reeult, much of the data from these experiments Ie 
considerably noisier than the other sessions. The August session had 
caltbratlon trouble as well, as we shall see shortly, so the loss was not 
as bad al!l It could have been. 
Dur Ing the I'[urch 1974 exper Iment an e lee tronlc prob lem at Greel1 
Bank caused a more or less uniform loss of correlation, the amount of 
which had to be deternllned empirically. ThLs corree t Ion depends on the 
system temperature. but. to a close approximation, it can be assumed to 
be constant for anyone source. 
At this point, we agahl summarize the state of the amplitude data, 
now cons Iderab 1 y "reduced". With luck, we have an estimate of the 
frac t Ion 0 f the recorded no ise wbich was corre la ted, along wi th an error 
bar. These data must now be merged with the station radiometry to 
translate the amplitudes Into units of flux density. 
ORIGIN~ PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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F. RADIOHETltY 
To norma llze the rr Ingell, 1 t 111 necessary to know the rrac t lolia I 
contribution or the radio IIource to the total system noise temperature at 
each II to t Ion. In prac t Ice, bo th the syll tern tempera ture (Tg.) and the 
contribution to it due to the source (T.J are either measured or 
calculated individually. Doth values can generally be expected to vary 
with antenna elevation, ond with the weather, so that a more or less 
contlnlloull record Is virtually mandatory for a good colibration. 
Unfortunately, such a continuous record has not always been possible and 
It has been necessary to Improvise some of the calibration. 
The simplest ra(llometry scheme was that employed at both Goldstone 
and Hays tack, where the (b.·oadband) sy!!l tern tempera ture was measured using 
a no Ise-add ing rod lome tel' sys tern. I'leasurements both on and off source 
were repeated, If possible, before and/or after each VLBI tape. This 
l!Iystem Is particularly effective at Goldstone, where the system 
temperature Is very low, the effective aperture Is very large, and the 
~:e a t he l' I s us ua Ill' ve r y go 0 d • The Go Ids tone rod lome try da to has a Iso 
been u!!Ied whenevel' possible for deternllnlng total source fluxes for the 
t I me s 0 f the e xp e rime n t s • The source fluxes were scaled to to to I power 
observations of DR 21 and 3C 274 (Dent 1971, Baars and HartsulJker 1972). 
The Haystack antenna II!I smaller, however, and the receiver and atmosphere 
noisier. It WBS no t always poss Ib Ie to "see" the weaker sources in to ta I 
power. The usual remedy, In such cases, was to compute the source 
temperatures based on an erflclency-versus-elevatlon curve determined 
from a stronger source and the source f lux as measured a t Go Ids tone. 
At Green Dank, the sys tern tempera ture was Inonl tored by a manne I 
version of the noise-adding radiometer scheme, ''11th a measurement taken 
for every tape. The source tempera lures were measured, however, In a 
beam-switching mode, which eliminated the effects of, omong other things, 
the beautiful West Virginia clouds. As a resul t, the Gl'een Dank 
calibration was second only to Goldstone's and was sometimes used .for 
tot a I f luxe s . 
As far as calibration Is concerned, the "problem c'hlld" was 
definitely Onsala. The antenna itself is relatively small and wns not 
, 
intended for use at 7.8 GHz; the aperture efficiency was barely 15 
percent. On top of this, no successful effort at calibration was made 
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until near the elrd of the eXllerlment series. One aitempt did occur In 
Augullt 1913, whon several meosurementll were made of CaslIlopela A to 
determine the Rntenn~ efficiency. All the dota were recorded I)n a IItrlp 
chart, which unfortmll1tely had to be cut into a number of lIectiolls to get 
It off the malfunctioning recorder. 'l'he result looked too milch like 
trallh alld was InadvcrtcnOy thrown awny before It could be analyzed. 
System temperatures for each observntlon, with the exception of August 
1913, were mensured with a "Y-factor" system, wher~~ a variable attcnuator 
Is used to compensate for an Increase In system temperature due to a 
noille source. The attenuator setting (the "Y-factol''') was recorded In 
the log. For sesF.llons PI' lor to May 1914, .1111 the source tempera tures 
were computed based on on eff ic lency of 12 percent as ml,asured in May 
1913, on the assumption that pointing was pel'fect and that no elevation 
dependence was present. TIw for~er Is probably not a bod assumption. 
except In high winds, whereas the second could cause large systematic 
errorll. In May 1974, a new cryogenic !!Iystern was Installed, and the noille 
1I0urce temperature was changed and never measured accurately. A 
concerted effort was mode to calibrate the new system In July 1974; much 
to everyone's surprise, 3C 84 (at 60 Jy) was dlscernable In the records. 
(The Y-factor attenuator was used to compensate for the Increase In the 
noise temperature due to 3C 84, and the reading recorded.) During this 
particular session, the system temperature varied from about 105 K, near 
zenith to 120 K. at 15 degrees elevation, and Increalled rapidly below 
that. TIle scatter on the eflclency measurements was close to 20 percent; 
within that range, there was no evidence for any variation with 
elevation. The average value of 0.03 IV'.Jy, or ,about 15 percent, WIlS 
adopted for hoth May and July 1974, even though some Inconsistencies 
result (Wltlels 1911;). The scatter Is much less in the correlation 
coefficients, Indicating that most of the noise originated in the 
radiometry methods, rather than, sny, pointing. The upshot of this 
dlscu!'lsion Is thot rather large systematic errors probably exist I,n the 
On!!lala calibration. The overall scale coul(l easily be off by 20 PCI'C('Ut. 
In addition, a "skew" In the cnllbl'otlon scale, as a flll1ctlon of Onsala 
hour angle, might exist due to neglect of the elevation erfect!!l 
(especially in August 1973, when the system temperature had to be assumed 
constant). An intuitive estimate of the largest possible systematic 
error leads to a figure In the 20 to 30 percent range. 
Es'tlmate!!! of the erro,\" bars fol' the radiometry have generally not 
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been too rigorous. In coses wherQ the tempera tures were measured or the 
antenna parameters well determined (In other words, II, N, and G) I they 
were elltlmated from the IIcatter, which lIeems to be largely due to 
a tmospher Ic e f fec ts, and Is there fore time val' lab Ie. When fringes are 
strong, most of the error In the fiual normalized fringe amplitude comes 
from the radiometry, 110 it is a IItroke of luck tlmt our bel!it calibrated 
antennas determine the shortest bal!iellnes. Rud lome try errors Cor Onsa In 
were estimated from uncertainties in the parameters used to calculate the 
temperatures. Fl'lnges were seldom strong on Onsala baselines and most oC 
the error In the normalized amplitudes come Crom the uncertainty in the 
correlation coeCClclents. 
Rad lome try do to and error bars having been de termlned by one menns 
or another, it remained only to normalize the correlation coeCClclents to 
units of correlated Clux denllity 
S<: 1: S D JTst Ts~ 
L 1i.. Tlllz 
Here S is the total Clux and Sc. the fringe amplitude In Janskys. It hus 
been customary to work with the fringe amplitude in these units because 
the maps may then be computed In br Ightness telnpera ture unl ts i C des ired. 
Error bars for the C.·lnge amplitudes were computed from the correlation 
coerClcient and radiometry errol' estimates, assuming all the 
contributions to be Independent. In most cases the computed error bars 
agree reasonably well with the amount of scatter in the data, a Cact 
which Inspires confidence In the estimation procedure. 
G. CLOSURE PHASE 
To measure a source brightness distribution lln\qnely, we must kuow 
the complex vlslbillty fll,nction. Amplitude data alol1~, no matter how 
much or the (u,v) plune It sf;\lIIples, cannot produco n unique solution. 
VLBI is not generally able to measure the fringe phose because the 
relative phase of the local oscillators at the two stations as a Cunction 
of time, and atmospheric phalge shifts as a function of tillie, ;>"e unknown. 
We are thereCore forced to "make do" wi th the next bes t thing, the 
so-co lied "c i08ure phase". The Idea was first used by Jennil'!!on (1950) 
Cor eariy radio link interCerometers, which were not phase stable, and 
has been, applle(l in Its present form to VLBI datu b)" Rogers et a1. 
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( 1974) • The closul'(l phase is simply the sum of the observed fringe 
phase, Including all of the error tel'ms, summed around the triangle of 
baselines formed by three stations. All phase error common to only one 
~tatlon, Including local oscillator and atmospheric phose errors, add 
twice wi th ol>poS I te s iglls and cance 1. We are left with the sum of the 
vlslb Iii ty phases on the three base lines. 
Olle minor complication Is Introduced because a triplet of stations 
(e. g. "fINS") is generally processed In the order liN, liS, NS. "Base line 
2" (lIS) Is backwards and the sign of Its phase must be reversed for the 
sum. 
Ano ther minor comp lica t ion comes from the fac t tha t the ear th 
rotates between the times of arrival of a wavefront at the different 
stations. Hence, by normal processln$ conventions, the delay (and hence 
the phase) on baseline 3 has been computed for a sl1ghtly different a 
priori time than on the other baselines. The baseline 3 phase must he 
rotated back in time to correspond to the arrival time at station 1 (in 
this case II). 
FF'equency swi tching rema ins a minor comp llca t ion as long as the 
phase calibrator is working well. In tha t case, the lnd I.vldua I channe I 
phases cl>n he rotated back to tho center frequency, averaged, and slimmed 
to obtain a clos\U'e phase appropriate to that freqllency. I f the phose 
calibration is POOl', this procedure will introduce extra noise into the 
closure numbers but will not produce any systematic effect. In no case 
Is any of 0111' data affected by more than about 20 degrees of phase due to 
poor phase calibration. 
Phase noise does not affect closure phase, so long as the 
individual baseline coherent averaging Is done over a time period shorter 
than the time scale of variation. If the coherent averages are 10llger, 
however, 1I0ise can be Introduced, but again there are no systematic 
effects. To avo id the llrob lem, closure phases were cons truc ted for each 
100-record segment and these were averaged incoherent Iy for the whQ Ie 
tape. 
Closure llhase fOil" runs severely affected by llarity errors had to be 
recomputed, deleting all the bad records, 
The error bar& which were computed for the closure phase data 
points Include only the uncertainty (<f"~) in the phase estimation itselC 
(see Whitney 1974): '7t I 
~. = if" V;:1.;=A;::::\):::;'li~t 
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The ~losure phase error bar Is taken to be a quadratIc sum of three of 
theile, one for each base line. This III appropriate when the fringell are 
II trong. The size oC the error bars increases rapidly with decreasing 
correlation, meaning that the closure phase Is noisy when fringes are 
weak on anyone of the tlwee base lines. The add I t IOllal no ise due to poor 
phase callhl·atlon and phase noise has not been Included; III some cases, 
theu, the size 0 f the el·rot" bars may be too low. Aga In, ho we ve r, the 
error estlmates'agree reasonably well with the scntter In the data. 
It should be pointed out that Cor a 4-station run, only three oC 
the closure phase data polntll are independent. The fourth Is a linear 
comb ina t Ion 0 f the 0 ther three, Bnd adds no new Informa t ion to the 
solution. 
II. Sm-mARY OF EXPERHlENTS 
For convenience, a table (Table ILl) listing all the Q.uasar Patrol 
experiments has been prepared. Sessions have been included Ln the table 
whether or not they contain data ou the sources under consideration here. 
The station abbreviations (II = Haystack, G = Goldstolle, N = NMO, S = 
Sweden, F = Fairbanks, Alaska) will be used throughout this thesis. Any 
problems which could have aCCected the accuracy of the data, such as 
prob lenls wi th the wea ther, the frequency standards, or any of the 0 ther 
equipment, are listed. Unless otherwise stated, hydrogen maser frequency 
standards were used a tall the observa tor ies. 
-18-
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Table I I. 1 A Lis t of (luasAl' Pa h'o 1 Experiments, 
Dates Stn t lOllS Prob 1ems 
-------- --------
14. 15 Apr II 1972 II, G 
9, 10 'tiny 1972 II, G, F naln at H 
29, 30 ~Iay 1972 n, G, F 
3 ,June 1972 II. F 
6. 7 June 1972 II, G, F 
27, 28 June 1972 II. G 
3. 4 July 1972 II, G Not frequency swl tclled 
29. 30 August 1972 n, G 
7 November 1972 II, G 
4, 5 February 1973 II, G 
30. 31 ~IDrcll 1973 II, G 
17-19 !lilly 1973 II, G, S Rb standard at G 
22, 23 rIay 1973 n, S 
10-14 AUBust 1973 II, N, G, S Pari ty errors at Nand S 
es standard at G 
No S radiometry 
12-16 Oclober 1973 II, N, G, S Pal'i ty errors at N 
Rb S tallda~'d at G 
22, 23 Jannary 1974 II, G, S Sclledull ng prob 1ems 
4-8 ~illrch 1974 II. N, G, S Equipment prob 1ems at N 
29 Apr 11-3 Hay 1974 n, N, G, S Ralnnt II 
8-12 July 1974 II, N, G, S 
27, 28 October 1974 II, N, G 
15-17 January 1975 II, N, G 
28 ~lny 1975 11, G 
24 Angus t 1975 II, G 
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Chapter III 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Given seven boxes of cards, containing the amplitudell snd 
closure 
phases and error es t hua tes, the observer's next chore ill t
o trans Is te 
these into source malls. This is precisely the problem ove
r which 
VLBI'ers have torn out hair ever since there has been enou
gh data to even 
cons ider the pos,s ib iIi ty. I t is no t an easy one, for basi
ca lly two 
reasons: lack 0 f phase informa t ion and poor sampling in th
e (u, v) -p lane. 
Without any form of phase data, the solution for the brigh
tness 
dilltrihution is ambiguous. There are at least two solutio
ns, namely the 
correct one and its mirror image, and probably many more. 
The use of 
closure phase provides at least a partial solution to the 
problem. Even 
with it, however, VLBI does not become true aperture synth
esis. Because 
the phases on the three base lines mus t somehow be separa te
d, it is no t 
possible to work directly with the complex visibility func
tion; the 
algorithms must be more devious. 
Closure phase makes possible n better description of the v
isibility 
function at the points sampled, but it does nothing to imp
rove the 
sampling. Only more and/or better distributed baselines c
an do that. 
Be tween the case where samp ling is comp Ie te and the one wh
ere there is 
clearly not enough data, there lies the hazy region of "al
most enough." 
VLBI with four or five stations, which is common enough n
ow but 
constitutes a tremendous effort, lies in this hazy realm. 
Generally 
speaking, it is necessary to exchange some a pr ior i inform
a t ion about the 
source for the missing data. A common form for this information is 
assumptions about the number and shape of the individual s
ource 
components (see e. g. Purcell 1974). I t mayor may no t be P08S ib Ie to 
represent a given set of data in this fashion, since sourc
es seldom have 
true Gaussian brightness distributions. In this analysis, 
the 
assumptions have been made instead about the angular size 
(If the SOUl'ce, 
the goal being to find the smallest s011l'ce which can repre
sent the data 
rather than the one with the least components. Before the
 mapping 
algorithm is described in detail, however, a short digress
ion on the 
interpretation of closure phase is 111. order. 
-20-
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A. ON Tim VISUALIZATION OF CLOSURE PHASE 
I t ill eosy to lIee tho t the closure phase for a~ unreso Ived lIource 
III Identically zero, irrespective of the source's locotlon in the sky. 
Therefore, closure phase is of no d irec t use in as trome try. 
A symmetric source of any type produces a similar effect, since 
such a brightness distribution has a real Fourier transform. If all 
three visibility phases are equal to zero, the closure phase must be 
also. The real vlsibilty function, however, may be negotive, which we 
interpret as a phase of plus or minus 180 degrees. Then the closure 
phase will be 0 degrees when an even number (inc Iud ing zero) 0 f the 
base lines show a phase 0 f 180 degrees, and will be 180 degrees when an 
odd number do. As a function of time, one would expect the closure phase 
on a given triplet to alternate abruptly between 0 degrees and 180 
degrees as the amp Ii tudes on the var ious base lines pass through sharp 
nulls. 
Any deviat lOll from 0 degrees or 180 degrees indicates that the 
brightness distribution Is not symmetric, and also indicates the 
direction of the asymmetry. This becomes c lear when we reca 11 tim t 
inverting the brightness distribution reverses the sign of tbe visibility 
phases, but leaves the amplitude unaffected. The closure phase ther'efore 
determines the orientation of the source, a piece of information which is 
• no t ova ilab Ie from omp 11 tude do to a lone. 
As a simple example, let us consider an equal point double 
brightness distribution on the equator, to be ohseJ'ved by three east/west 
hase lines. Its visibility function would look lUte Figure IIL1.a. In 
the J'egion where the amplitude Is. negative, we meal!lure a pOl!litive 
amplitu<le with a phas.e of 180 degrees. At time A, the beginning of the 
track, all baselines are within the first null and have 0 degree 
vis Ib iIi ty phase l hence, the c 10su1'e phase is 0 degrees a Iso. At time B, 
however, haseline I (the longest) has cJ'ossed the null and Its phase is 
now 180 degrees, while the othel" two phases are still 0 degrees. At t lme 
C, a II the phases have rc turned to 0 degrees. The behnvior 0 f the 
closure phase os a fUllction of time would look like Figure IIL1.h. 'fue 
same "excursion from zero" effect can also be produced by a triplet 
containing two long base llne/;/ which cross the same null 011e after tbe 
other. In the case of equal point douhles, the closure pbases are 
-21-
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Figure III.1.c. Closu.·e phnse of on unequol "'I>olnt double source 
observed by t he some trip Ie L 
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relatively easy to visualize. If the source components were not points, 
but had the same shape. the source rema ins symme tr lc and the phase 
behavior Is similar. 
If the l>olnt components were unequal In f'lux, the sharp nulls would 
disappear and the phase Jumps would be more graduul and wou Id no t reach 
180 degrees. If the same array of eas t/wes t interfel'ome ters were to 
observe such a source, the closure phase Jl1IUpS would also be more gradual 
(see Figure II I. l.c). It Is easy to see how quickly the closure phose 
curves become compllcn ted when a 11 the bose lines are cross Ing minima! 
It is Instructive to think of a double source with extended 
components as If It were a point double with each component having a 
power equal to the correlated flux the true component would have at the 
current resolution. 've have, In effect, a point double whose flux 
dens,ltles change as a function of resolution. This ls strictly true if 
the visibility function for each component has () degree phase, for 
exalnple, if it Is symmetric and is being observed inside the ilrst null. 
Otherwise, the component pos I t ions as we II as the II' powers are func t ions 
of reso lut Ion. 
Although this system of graph-paper Fourier analysis may seem a bit 
artificial. the author has found It very useful In deciding what to 
expect in analysis of a given source. 
of computer time. if nothing eille. 
B. MAPPING 
I t has saved a subl!!l tan t la 1 smolin t 
The more or less traditional method of source structure analysis in 
VLBI ill model-fUting (see e. g. Purcell 1974). In thlll technique, the 
brightness distribution Is assumed to consist of a small number of 
individual circular or elliptical Gaussian components. The parameters of 
the components, relative positions, fluxes and sizes, etc., are then fit 
to amplitude data by some sort of iterative least-squares technique. The 
some process can be applied with closure phase data, used simultaneously 
with the amplitude datn, with sOlDe Improvement. The closure phase 
determines the orientation of the brightness distribution, and sltnply 
adds more data. Model-fitting, even with closllre phase, however, has Its 
difficulties. For one thlng, the initial guess at the model from which 
the iterations begin lUust be quite close, a fact which mak.es the 
-23-
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procedure frustrating, at best. In addition, the models are confined to 
a relatively snlBII number of simply shaped components. The actual source 
mayor may not be representable to within the errors by the chosen model. 
Furthermore, except for very simple cases, It Is virtually Impossible to 
evaluate the degree of unIqueness of a model, once It Is found. 
We would like to have a Ine thod of produc Ing a map or maps 0 f the 
brightness distribution. A map, in this context, would refer to any 
regular gr Id 0 f hYl)O the tica I po int sources whose f lux dens I ties are such 
that the observed visibility amplitudes and (closure) phases are 
reproduced. Le t us assume, for the moment, tha t the source has been 
comp Ie te 1 y reso I ved on the longes t base line (uft\..x); the fr Inge amp Illude 
is zero there and beyond. Then the we II-known sar"p ling theorem 0 f 
Fourier transforms (see Bracewell 1965) tells us that such a grid 
representation is possible and that the spacing of the grid should be 
l/(2u~) • Larger gr id spac Ings will no t reproduce the da ta and sma ller 
spacings extract no new information. The map gr Id may be as large as 
desired, but it need only be a8 large as the brightness distribution. 
The technIque adopted here has been to least squares fit the flux 
densities of these hypothetical point sources to all the data, amplltude 
and closure phase, simultaneously. A little thought will show that this 
Is equivalent to fttting for the coefficients of the (complex) Fourier 
series coefficients of the vlslbllity function. Unfortunately, because 
the amplitude and closul'e phase are nonlinear functions of these 
coefficients, iterative methods are necessary. Specifically, a gradient 
1-
expansion search for mInima in JG space, "Marquardt's algorithm", has 
been emp loyed. The so I u t ion can be expec ted to be we II de t ermined 
provided that the brightness distribution is restricted to be small 
enough that most of the corresponding sampling cells in the (u,v) plane 
contain data points. If this requirement Is not satisfied, the 
(u,v)-plane coverage is deemed insufficient to map a source of the 
required size. 
Comp I lca t ionsar lse in cases where the vis 11> I Ii ty rune t ion is no t 
yet zero on the longest baseline (see Figure 111.2). This is the case 
for virtually nil Quasar Patrol observations since the sources are picked 
to show fringes on all the baselines. Some sort of spatial frequency 
filter mnst be applied to force the visibllity fuhction to zero beyond 
u"'''If' or in other words, the source brightness distribution must first be 
smoothed to a resolution appropriate for the antenna array before being 
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Figure 111.2.a. The sampling of a one-dimensional soul'ce whose 
vlslbiiity function does not go to ze~o beyond the maximum observed 
spncing. Power is allased Inl.o the observed part of the visibility 
function from the adjacent Image. 
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samp led. The 8moo thing func tion is arb i h'ary, but U the necessary gr ld 
ill to he kept as sma II as possib Ie there C'In be no 19 ide lobell. The 
function that ha~ been chosen is the "rectangular triangle function" 
whose Fourier transform is 
T (~/" 1 = sit.,," ( ~tAJC) su.c. '" ( ~AlC ) 
This choice ts made over an elliptical function on the basis of computer 
time considerations; the Fourier transform of the "cone function" 
involves integrals of Dessel functions. The observed fringe amplitudes 
are multiplied by T(u,v) before fitting. We are guoran teed tho tat mos t 
one more grid row will be necessary on each side of the brightness 
distribution, because of the conVolving function. The maximum error 
possible due to overlap with the next image in the (u,v) plane is about 5 
percent and if the sour.ce is well resolved it should be much less. In 
order to avoid setting any hard-won data points entirely to ,.,.ero, and 
hence Jeopardizing the least-squares solution by doing the same to the 
error bars, u""o.l( has been set 10 percent beyond the highest resolution 
actually sampled. 
In exchange for such a "clean beam", one sacrifices resolution. In 
thLs case, however, where we have very Ii t t Ie knowledge 0 f the source 
s truc ture to hegLn wi th, the absence of confus ing s ide lobes should be 
considered enough of a blessing to Justify the loss in resolution. 
Fitting in the sky domain in this way allo,qs the enforcement of 
another physical restriction: the source brightness must be everywhere 
positive. The volume of parameter space which must be searched is 
N thereby reduced by a factor of 2 ,where N is the number of grid points. 
Practice has sho'wu that this procedure Is usually necessary. Evidently 
the noisy and incomplete <lata distribution ~an allow unphysical solutions 
~ 
to have lower values of t than the desired one. The convergence of the 
algorithm is slowed in the process. 
The use of any sort of iterative technique al,~ays brings up the 
question of Initial parameter vnlues. Here the gl' idd ing l1Ie thod shows Its 
character as the model fitting technIque that it is. There is no a 
prIori, way of knowing what Initial grid will allow convergence along a 
Z 
"clear path" in )(, space to the deepest mininmm. TIr,'ough experience. 
however. it has been found that a detailed initial approximation is 
usually not necessary. It has generally been adequate to begin with all 
the parameters zero except for one I>oint. which 119 1get to some small 
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va lue. If the point has been selected fiQ that the source will fit on the 
grid with n peak in the brightness at that position, the solution will 
generllily converge. A number of trials may be necessary to find such 0 
starting point, but the approoch Is systemlltic ond requires no detolled 
knowledge of the brightness distribution other than It!!l overall size. It 
Is olso pO!!lslble, htHlever, to input a better inltlol approximation. For 
sessions with relatively little dllta on a given source, it is sometimes 
convenient to begin the lteratlon!!l with a source mnp from some otber, 
better determined, set of data (or from any other suitable form of lucky 
guessing). 
For presentation purposes, the sky grids wer~ ali convolved with 
the transform of T(u,v) and formed into contour plots. 
C. ERROR ANALYSIS 
We now assume, for the moment, that the form of the fitting 
function allows a reproduction of the data for some parameter values. In 
other words, the da ta con ta in no !!IYS tema tic errors and the gr id is large 
enough. Thl"ee cons Idera t Ions then ar Ise In the errcr anlll ys Is. Assuming 
that a minimum has been found, we need to evaluate the purely statistical 
effect on the solution of the error bars on the data points, and also the 
Int'~rcorrelatlon between the parameters. We also need to know something 
about uniqueness; how many other !!Iimllar minima exist within reasonllble 
value ranges of the pllrameter!!l? 
These different effects will be evaluated as well os possible in 
this !!Iection, hut first a fairly detailed description of the 
least-squares fitting technique Is necessary. The a Igor i thm works in 
parame ter space, which has as many d imens ions as there are fit t lug 
parameters. 
'1 
The function J(." or the mean square deviation of the 
computed curve froln the dll ta, is a cont Innous runc t Ion 0 r pos it ion in 
'L 
parame ter space. A typica 1 )l minimum should be somew'_~a t e 1 1 Ipso ida I in 
l. 
!!Ihape near the "bottom". Inside the mlnimutn, X, nmy be evaluated at 
various points and a parabolic curve In each dimension fitted, which can 
then be used for a quick and accurate location of the extremum. Such a 
procedure is completely equivalent to llnearizatlon of the fitting 
function by means of a Taylor series and subsequent use of linear least 
squares fit techniques to find corrections to the parameters (see 
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Bevington 1971). Stondord error onalysis technl,ques opp'ropriote to 
lineor prob.lems moy be opplied. Such a, method WOl·k.s well, however, only 
110 long al!l the storting point illl already inside the minimum. In a lIearch 
ror the minimum, It Is more efficient to simply increment along the 
perhaps circuitous path oC IIIteepel!lt delilcent oc)l~ The Marquardt 
algorithm allows a continuum of variation between these two modes, 
I. 
depending on the t~xtUl'e oC )G space, by the addition oC a self-scallng 
constant to the diagonal terms of the normal matrix. The computer code 
rr,rst searches Cor 0 minimum by moving along the direction of largest 
negative gradient and tben, once Inside, solves for the exact location of 
the minimum through parabolic Interpolation. Res tr Ie t Ions on the 
allowable values of the parameters are implemented by simply preventing 
the search from proceeding past the limit stops. 
Once Ins Ide the minimum, where the linear approxlma t Ion to the 
fitting function al)plles, both estimated errors COl' the parameters and 
Inter-parometer correlation coefficients can be simply calculated from 
the inverse of the normol motrix. Except in cases where Ol1e or more 
wa lis 0 f the minimum are formed by llumer ica I llml t stops, I!IO to speak, 
the error bars thus ob ta Ined have been "reasonab Ie". In 0 ther words t the 
po,,,er contained In the noise In both the sky plane and the <u,v) plane Is 
about the same. 
The parame tel's, however, are 0 C ten very highly corre 10 ted. 
Correlation coefficients anywhere between nearly zero and well above .8 
have been observed. This means, in genera I t that the es t Ima ted erl'orson 
the parameters do not provide a complete picture of the llncertaintles in 
the map. Such high degrees of correlation, It might be added, are not 
unexpec ted. Since there is no positional informatioll contained in the 
closure phase, the brIghtness dIstrIbution can "slide around" on the 
grid, to the extent that It wIll l'eproduce, and stll1 reproduce all of 
the data equally well. An even more fundamental problem derIves from 
havIng performed the fit in the sky plane, as opposed to the (u,v)-plane. 
Although the grid points are uncorrelated, nccordlng to the sampling 
theorem, for the highest resolutions, as for as the mo./orily of }o,,,er 
resolution data points are concerned, flux could oqunlly well be 
redistributed between many of the grid points. 'Vl thIn the context of 
sky-p lane gr Idd ing, ond mode I fitting in genera I, there Is no way to 
improve the parame ter Independence. 
Since" therefore, the error bar estimates do not mean very much, we 
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ore more or leRs Ie f t to OUI' own devices to dec Ide how much fa I tb to put 
In the computer output. Althougb the numerous trials tbat can be 
necessary to find a solution may be a boih~r, they can help here by 
putting a hondle of sorts on the uniqueness problem, If essentially the 
some maps emerge from different ini t io I gr ids, one may hove some fa i th 
that the distribution Is well determined by the data. If different maps 
emerge. one ShOll Id be wal·Y. Experience has shown tho t, In mos t coses 0 f 
decent data dish'lbutlon, the maps are repeatable. We would like, 
however, to Inspire some degree of confidence by mapping otherwise known 
sources. That Is the subJect of the next section. 
D. PERFORM~NCE ON TEST DATA 
We need a soul'ce whose br Ightness dis t1' Ibut ion Is known in advance 
to try the algor j tbnt out on. None exist on the millisecond of arc scale 
In the sky. so one has been created In the computer. This source (Figure 
111.3), known as "}O{}{}OQ{X}{" for lack of a better nome, consists of three 
circular Gaussian components of various sizes and flux densities. Note 
that since the Gaussians never truly go to zero outside of any finite 
grid, a certain amount of errOl' Is introduced by truncating the grid. 
This Is, however. rca lis t Ic. because the sa!lIe thing would happen for any 
actual source with a halo. 
Source "}{}{}{}{}{}{}{x" hilS been "observed" with the same (u.v)-plane 
coverage tho t was achieved on 3C 84 (dec li11a t ion +42 degrees) dur iug the 
July i974 session using nil 4 stations (Figure V.2). Genera t Ion 0 f the 
"da to" in this way is somewha t unrea I is t Ic. In ac tua I do ta, the 
distribution of closure phase points is affected by the fringe 
amplitudes, there not being any when the fringes are below the detection 
limit on any baseline. There Is not, however, much closure vhase data 
missIng, and simplicity dictates that the test source data be generated 
in this way. The source was also "observed" with the sampling obtained 
on 3C 120 (declination +5 degrees) dUI-lng the same session, to illustrate 
the case of poorer (u,v)~plane coverage. 
A number 0 r campu ter runs were performed. Firs t, the sys tem was 
checked on perfect data, the no-noise case. Following that, noise on the 
15 percent level was added to both amplitudes and closure phases. Since 
It is possible, or even probable. that the Onsalo calibration scale Is In 
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Figure 111.3, Th() colt1plllel'-genel"nled tost SOllrce, cOllslsllug' of t)II'ee 
Cll'I:U)OI' g'llllsslllll (:ol1ll>onelll,s with the ]mlf-wLdlh Rhowl1, Colt1ponent 
fluxes nro given In Jy, '1110 angular scnlo Is In milliseconds of 
8rC, 
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el'ror, two runs were mude with nil nmplltudes on the Ousala baselines too 
high bV 20 percent, and too low by 20 percent. An nttempt wus ulso mude 
to slnmlate the hiCk. of elevutlon corrections nt Ollsnlu bv skewing the 
calibration scule up und down bV multiplication with u parabolic function 
of Onsula hour anglo, The amonn twas 20 percon tat hour angle 6 hI's. 
The!Je maps of sourco }{}O{}{}{}{}O{ are pl'esented In Figure 111.4, It is 
fult'ly clenr that errors on this (reasonuble, In iH'uctlce) level huve 
little eflect on the uppearullce of the map, nlthough some of the details 
are changed. In general, the n1gorllhm seems to do what one would 
expect; for example, If the scnle of the highest resolution Is adjusted 
downward, tbe mnp Is appropriately broadened., 
The cases of perfect alHl nolsv datu were also h'led on the test 
source ut the decl1nutlon of 3C 120 (Flgurf~ IlL5). As we see in the 
next chllpter, on IV the n, N, and G stations were used for 3C 120, so only 
these wel'e used In the tes t as we 11. the larger und more elonguted beam 
obscures the s h'uc tlH'e. The resul t rCf!llemb les some 0 f the ac tUB I 3C 120 
observa t lOllS. 
An Infinite number of different rUlls on renllstlc and unrealistic 
test sources could be constructed. In view of the success shown here, 
however, we quit and proceed to renl sources. 
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P£I",F£CT 
J JCAL£L> Ii/uti 
Figure 11'1.4, Ile",ults of mopplllg tests on the test flOUl'CO os explained 
in the text. nuscllnes used were liN. NG. HG, liS, NS declination 
assumed '",as +42 liegrees, 
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PER.FECT 
NOISY 
Figure 111.5. n(\I'Ildt8 of mopphlg' tests with nn 08811111('<1 Ilec
llnotlon of +5 
degree~. Dose 1 Liles used were liN, NG, I1G. 
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Chapter IV 
3C 120 
In spite of the poor (u,v)-plane covernge thnt It generally 
displays for earth J'otation synthesis (being at a declination of only +5 
degrees), 3C 120 has been a favorite target for numerous VLBI experiments 
(Kellermann et 01. 1971; Shaffer et 01. 1972; Kellermann et 01. 1973; 
Shapiro et 01. 1973; Wlttels et a1. 1975; Schllizzi et 01. 1975). 
Outbursts happen fast an<1 often, so that observations bear fruit after a 
sma II number of years. Like 3C 273D, 3C 279 (WbI tney eta 1. 1971). and 
3C 345 (WIttels et 01. 1976), It exhibits motion of Its amplitude mlnlrna, 
and It lends Itself to the same numerous sorts of explanations. It is 
particularly important to distinguish between actual apparent motion and 
a successIon of stationary outbursts that mimic such motion. In previous 
experiments, lack of (u,v)-plane coverage and phase data have made It 
Impossible to relIably make the dItlnctlon. The addition of closure 
phase data now opens up that possibility. 
A. 3C 120 IN A NUTSHELL 
3C 120 has a Seyfert-type spectrum (Durbldge 1967; Sargent 1967; 
Arp 1968), of Class 1 (Khachikian and lfeedman 1974) with broadened 
permitted lines but narrow forbIdden lines. I t is relnal'kab Ie for Its 
unusually sh'ong helium lines (Shields, Oke, and Sargent 1972; Shields 
1974), for 1 ts power in the infrared (e. g. Rieke and Low 1972), and for 
its rapid optical (e. g. Killluan 1968) and radio (e. g. I'tedd et a1. 1972) 
varia t Ions. 
Its optical appearance (Arp 1968) is of "a bright starlike nucleus 
wIth spikes of nebulosity radiating from the center out into an 
oval-shaped region". Electronogl'aphic observations (Walker, Pike, and 
McGee 1974) show, in addition, on extended nehuloslty of elliptical 
outline, possibly an underlying elliptical galaxy. 
The rad io source is comp lex (C lark eta 1. 1968b). I t con to ins one 
extended component '~ith n norillal radio spech'um, one that becomes 
optIcally thick near 20 cm, and one that is optically thick In the 
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centimeter ronge nnd Is val'lallle. The flux <lenslty of the variable 
component has been well monitored at sevel'ol wavelengths (e. g. 
Kellermann OJ1<\ I'Auliny-Toth 1960; foledd et al. 1972; Dent nnd KoJoioll 
1912) . The behavior seems to be domina ted by sepora te and dis t inc t 
outbm's ts, each 0 f which fits very we II to pred Ic t Ions made on the bas Is 
of all adlabatlcnlly expanding cloud of relativIstic electrons in a 
magnetic fiel<l (van del' Laan. 1966; Paullny-Toth and Kellermann 1966, 
1968) . This ollpnren t hnrmony be tween theory and observa t Ion has earned 
for 3C 120 a reputo t lon, whe ther 1 t Is deserved 01' no t, as the "SOUI'ce 
thnt works". Figure IV •• presents the total source flux 0111 a functIon of 
time during the pel'lod covered by the Quosnr Pntrol, nlll determined from 
the Go Ids tone to ta 1 power measurenlen ts, 
B. THE DATA 
In ge nero I, 3C 120 is 1'0 ther we 11 reso I ved by the Quasar Pa tro I 
array. This fac t, comb Ined wi th Its re Ia t Ive weakness, consp.ired no t to 
prod'lce fringes on the Onsala basellnes. Therefore, only the data from 
the HNG trIplet have bee11 used. Quasar Patrol data exist on these three 
base lines for seven sess Ions be tween Augus t 1913 nnd Jauuary 1915, and 
before that, for six sessions with HG only. Two lIG data sets also exist 
for folay and August i975. 
The most striking feature about this data set Is the steady motion 
(see Figure IV.2), from November 1972 through July 1974, of the minima of 
the vIsibility function Inward in the (u,v) plane. Such behavior can 
only be explained as an effective increase In the extent of the 
brightness (llstrlbution. The orientation of these ndnlma Indicate 
extension along a position angle of about 65 degrees. 
C. TilE folAPS 
Fits to the spatially filtered data were obtained for all seven 
sessions (Figure IV.3). Details are given 111 Table IV.I, and the maps In 
Figure IV.4. All of these were obtained by initialization to a single 
point. The unknown NMO calibration factor in l'lal'ch 1974 was fixed at 
the crossing point between the HG and NG basellnes. Any ambiguities that 
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Table IV.!. Summary of 3C 120 solutIons 
Session Ha If-power beam 
A
Data 
cP 
Grid Vi}' Peak T" Hap Flux Total Flux 
'E/W N/S E/W N/S 
------- --------------- ------- ----------- ------- -------- ----------
Aug 73 1.86 7.60 89 23 6 4 l'.06 8 x 10 9 10.1 12.1 
Oct 73 1.86 7.50 83 28 9 4 1.87 4 x 109 10.8 11.0 
Uar 74 1.86 7.50 75 22 8 4 0.73 8 x 10!:! 8.0 9.7 
May 74 1.86 7.54 .53 17 8 4 1.36 4 x 109 7.8 10.4 
Jul 74 1.86 7.44 89 29 8 4 ~. 12 4 x 10~ 8.~ 10.2 
I 
Q 
Oct 74 1.88 7.72 60 12 8 4 1.22 4 x 101} 6.8 8.4 
0:1 Jan 75 I 1.86 7.68 74 24 7 4 0.99 6 x 10~ 804 10.8 
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Figure IV.3.b. Fits to the filtered NG baseline amplitudes on 3C 120. 
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uud October 1973. and Jlln.·ch 
In milliseconds of arc. North 
The contour InterYD I III 0.05 
K. 
JULY 1374 OC70i3E"R 1374 
JANUARY /875 
W I MSEC OF ARC 
Figure IV.4.b. OC 120 mops for the July nod October 1974, nud Jnnuory 
197:J sessions. The scnle Is In milliseconds or nrc. North is at 
the top Dnd enst to the left. The contour Interval Is 0.05 
Jy/sqnnrc msec 0 f nrc, or 1.1 x 10 9 K. 
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were discoverc<l showed l'Iignlflcantly poorer fits than the ones shown. 
The contour liltel'val Is 0.5 Jy per square msec of arc, or 1. 1 x 10 K. 
The models account for all but 1.9 ± 0.2 Jy, which II".! taken to be 
coming from a more extended halo component. The fac t tho t this number Is 
apparently constant, rather than proportional to the total flux, I!lpeakl!l 
for Its being truly due to undetected power rather thon a calibration 
" erl'or In tbe VLBI system. The bolo must be larger than about 0.01. but 
perhaps not much larl;'er. There has been some difficulty In fitting the 
amplitude points of the very lowest resolution. Flux for the ha 10 may 
come from the dec Ime ter componen t in the spec trum or from a superpos I t Ion 
of pas t outburs ts, or these two may be synonymous. 
A few general comments concerning the quality of the maps are 
probably In order. The one for October 1973 Is probably not worth very 
much. and the clata may be at fault. Tho t exper Imen t was one 0 f the ones 
severe Iy affec ted by par lty errors and there is a Iways the poss Ib ill ty 
tho t the ed 1 t Ing Is incomp Ie te. Evet\ for the 0 thers. however. the lowes t 
contours are irregular and variable in shape. Th Is l!!l c e l' t a i n I y no t a 
real effect. Extended structures depend almost solely on the single UN 
baseline, which shows a relatively condensed track In the (u.v) plane. 
The double structure. when it shows, however, Il!I determined by the 
pos I t ions and he Ights 0 f the maxima and minima and Is no doub t rea I. 
D. DISCUSSION 
In cases where the source components are easily separab Ie on the 
mapl!l, Individual component fluxes have heen computed and added to Figure 
IV.l. The map wus simply divided along an arbitrary line ahout equally 
spaced he tween the components and the f lux summed on each side. Whatever 
part of the halo power that appears in the map has therefore heen 
Included. The uncertainty Is due mostly t.o the difficulty in dividing 
the POWC1' pro perl y be tween the componen ts • A range of approximately plus 
or minus 1 Jy Is allowed in the division of flux. This number is taken 
to be the errOl" hal' on the component fluxes. 
Now' that the reality of the double structure has been established, 
component separations can be easily and accurately estimated from the 
positions of the minima in the (u.~) pla,e. The Individual component 
sizes are not involved., since. If the miulma are observed, there hi no 
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need to perform 0 leost squores fit to all the doto. As long as the 
internal structure of the components relnalns poorly resolved, the 
computed separotion should correspond to the dlstonce between centroids. 
This separation has been computed (!<'igure IV.5) for every session where 
nulls or minlJllo were observed or inferred to lie Just off the end of a 
(u, v) trock. In every case where the pos 1 t ion ang Ie 0 f separa t ion can be 
de termined, it is neal' 65 degrees. We have there fore cons tra ined it to 
this va 1 ue for the less obvious cases as we II. The ronge 0 f permlss Ib Ie 
values is determined mainly by the distribution of the data. One 
baseline experiments where minima ,,,ere visible, namely March aud Hay 
1913, January 1914, and ~fay 1915, have also been included. One baseline 
data also exist for Augulit 1975; It shows only a single poorly resolved 
component. Although the flux ratios are not well determined by these 
observations, they Bre consistent with the division suggested by Figure 
IV.I. For all sessions t1u'ough !>Jarch 1974, the first minimum Is the one 
observed. In ~fay and July 1914, it Is the second. There may b6 a 
systematic difference between estimates nlOde from the first and those 
made from the second null, In tha t the ia t ter may yle ld larger 
separations. This difference might be explained by Internal asymmetry in 
the components, for examp Ie, 1 f one or bo th were br Ightened toward the 
outer edge. In Janual'y 1975, the flI'flt minimum WBS Inferred to lie Just 
Inward of the NG track. The Indicated rate of apparent expansion Is 
be tween I, I and 1.5 msec 0 f arc per year or about 4 times c. 
From the maps, which unfortunately covel' only a short time spall on 
the scale of the flux challges, and the associated separation plot we 
believe we can make the following foul' generalizations, 
First, each total power flare Is the result of flux variations in a 
single spatial source component. 
Second, source components move with respect to one another in such 
a way that the overall size of th~ source inel'eases with time, As we 
shall see shortly, Intel'nal expallslon within each component is also 
sometimes observed. 
Third, the overall expansion has been observed to be more or less 
continuous and linear over a time period of several flares. The 
expansion Is linear to within the error bars through July 1914, The 
separation In January 1975 Is slightly less, but by no means is it as 
sma 11 as dur Ing 1972 aud 73, This /lugges ts tho t the new components are 
appearing on 01' near the outer edges of the radiating region rather than 
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Figure IV.5. Equivalent point double separation, in milliseconds of arc, 
for 3C 120 as ~ function of time. The circles are separations at 
2.8-cm wavelength taken from Schilizzi et al. (1975). 
I ] 
recurrently in the center. 
Four th, the same pre ferred pos t ion angle 0 f 65 degreell is 
maintained through the whole time period. 
We begin to suspect the pOllslblllty that physical outburlllll are 
rarer than the total flux curves would suggest, on "outburst" actually 
involving the delayed production of a number of total flux peaks. In the 
light of this possibility, let us briefly examine earlier data, VLBI and 
o therwlsc. The 1972-73 f lares were the s tronges t ever recorded (see Uedd 
et 01. 1972; Andrew"unpublished). Prior to that, nothing comparable had 
occurred since 1967-68. The intervening per lod wns occup led by a ser les 
of smaller flares. The earliest 3.8-cm VLBI data, In February and 
November 1971 (Shaffer et 01. 1971> on Goldstack only, showed structure 
on the 1 to 2 msec 0 fore sca Ie, presumab ly invo lving one or more of 
these minor events. The two data sets are not on adJacent flares (see 
Selelstnd 1974) and are considered to be too widely separated in time for 
much scnse to be made of the variation!!!. April 1972 data <Kellermann et 
01. 1973), also on HG alone, showed a point source of about 3.7 Jy. In 
all probability, this is the first observation of the rising 1972 flare. 
An ulwesolved compon€'nt was also observed on 8 August 1972 (Kellermann et 
01. 1973) at 6.3 Jy and on 29, 30 August 1972 (Shapiro et a1. 1973) at 
7.1 Jy. This rate of increase Is believable considering the total power 
changes, for the rise of the 1972 burst. Meanwhile, however, some 
variation in the amplitudes was observed in June (Kellermann et a1. 1973; 
Shapiro et 01. 1.973), meaning that either the April and August point 
sources are not the some one or some remnant of the old structure flal'ed 
up enough to produce structure. 
November (Shapiro et 01. 1973), 
By October (Kellermann et al. 1973) and 
the source is no longer unreso Ived. 
thence proceeds the expans ion which we have observed on the three 
base lines. 
From 
We note thot, on the rising side of the flal'e, the component in 
<tuestion l'/BS ul1resolve(l. Later observations definitely show observable 
component sizes. Size estimates (see Kellermann et 01. 1973; Shapiro et 
a1. 1973; Seielstnd 1974; lHttels et a1. 1975) are model dependent, but 
apparent sllper-relntivlstle velocities nre indicated. In terna 1 expnns ion 
is also necessary to explain the complete invisibility, on our array, of 
older components. 
Unfortunately, interpretation from the amplitudes of only one 
baseline is difficult. If a minimum Is observed, a separation may be 
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computed, provided tim t there Is enough da ta to spec I fy which minimum It 
Is. If the components of the SUPl)osed double are (llsslmllar. the 
componeut ratio Is resolution dependent, Bnd an estlmnte of it based on 
the depth of the minimum can be misleading. Care must be taken not to 
overstate the conclusions. 
Some data exist at other frequencies. Schlllzzi et a1. (1975) 
discuss three observa t Ions In 1973 and 1974. Al though, except for the 
first session, they are based on relatIvely few measurements, the 
separation estimates agree well with ours (see Figure IV.5). The same 
components appear to be observed at 2.0 and 3.8-cm wnvelellgths. This is 
to be expec ted since the frequency difference Is no t grea t. 
Shaffer and Schilizzi (1975) present observations from May 1974 on 
the Gl'een Bank/Owens Vn 11ey base line at 18 crn. Their resolution was 
comparable to UN nt the present frequency (maxlnmm resolution 18.5 
millIon wavelengths), and the visibility curves show st!'lklngly similar 
var In t Ions. The general size and orientation of the compact source must 
therefore he sImilar nt the two frequencies, thiB time 1I0mewhat more than 
a slight diffel'ence. It accounts for between 60 and 70 percent of the 
total flux. Even at this relatively long wavelength. more than half the 
power emana tes frorn the compac t rad 10 source, 
In brief summnry, we have observed the expansion of a series of 
Individual outhurst/componentB that comprise 3C 120. The expanBion 
appeal'S to he cont lnuous over ~ numher 0 f to ta I power flares. Also, 
ava 1101> Ie evl<lence sug-ges tB tha t the compac t source haB the same or 
similar structul'e over at leoBt a moderate range of frequency. 
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Chapter V 
3C 84 
The 3C 04 radio source is similar in size and spectrum to 3
C 120. 
I t is much stronger, ho,~ever, so tho t sens I t Ivl ty is less of a 
prob Iem. 
It is situated at about +40 degrees declination so the (u,v)-plane 
coverage is better. And it changes, in both total flux and
 cOI'related 
flux, much more slowly. In fact, our problem in this case 
is not to Inake 
sense of the evolution based on our brief "snapshots", but 
rather to see 
the changes at all. 
A. 3C 84 IN A NUTSHELL 
3C 04 (0 therwlse known as Perseus A) is c losor than 3C 120 and 
therefore bottor studied optically. It is identified with th
e Seyfert 
galaxy (Seyfert 1943) NGC 1275, the most prominent member of the Perseus 
cluster of galaxies. Assuming a value of H = 50 km/s ~lpc £01
' the Hubble 
constant, it lies 110 Mpc distant (z=0.010) Unllke other Seyfert 
galaxies, NGC 1275 is not obviously B spiral. It has a brig
ht, 
elliptical-looking central part and numerous absorption clo
uds and 
emission filaments outside (Burbidge and Burbidge 1965; Lynds 1970). 
These filaments lie all around the galaxy. but the maximum 
extensioll 
occurs near 0 degl'ee pos i t ion angle. However, a 1 though the
 c Ius tel' 
contaIns a large proportion of e1lipticals. Its most promi
nent member 
does 110 t appear to be one; the s te liar component dispays an
 A-type 
spec tr'um (I'linkowski i968). The nuc lear spec trum, 0 f Seyrer t Class 2 
(Khachlldan Bnd Weedman 1974). has lIne widths of several thousand lun/s. 
In a(1d it ion, Inany 0 f the f ilamen ts show sharp llnes a t a ve loc i ty 3000 
l~m/s greater than the redshUt velocity. which normally , .. auld s
uggest 
expUlsion of material from tbe nucleus. To confuse things.
 however, this 
hlgh veloclty system may be seen in 21-cm absorption ognins
t the nucleus 
(DeYoung, Roberts nnd Saslow 1973). The nuclear optical continuum 
appear!! to contn In a nontberma 1 component (Oke 1960), and opt ica 1 
po lar iza t iun has been de tee ted_ (Wa lker 1968). The 1I1H! lells a Iso appears 
strong in the infrared (e. g. Rieke and Low 1972). X-ray emission from 
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the Perseus cluster Is complex In spatial distribution Dnd appears to 
contain a point source component centered on NCC 1275 (Wolff et a1. 
1974) • 
The associated radio source 3C 84 consists of a number of IIpectrol 
components 0 f a val' Ie ty 0 f phys lca I sizes (see e. g. Ryle Dnd Wlnd'ram 
1(68). There Is a component with a normal power law spectrum, and an 
angular size of 11 few minutes of al·C. There is a Iso a peak in the 
spectrullI attributed to a component which becomes optically thick near 80Q 
rmz. VLDI observations (Clarke et a1. 1969; Purcell quoted by 
Pauliny-To th eta 1. 1(76) show this component to have s truc ture on the 
scale of 0.05 and t" be elongated along a position angle near 0 degrees. 
The third componellt, the one of concern to th'ls VLDI study, becomes 
optically thick near 10 GIIz. The angular st.ructure of this presumably 
nuclear source will be discussed shortly. 
The c e n t I me t e r 1qa ve 1 e ng t h compo ne n t s ho ws flux Va r 1 a t Ions a t a I 1 
frequencies where It can be observed. A partlculnrly long history exists 
near 8 GIIz, where Heeschen (1961) recorded it at 10 Jy In 1959. Since 
that time, it has shown a more or less linear Increase (e. g. Dent 1966; 
ltedd et a1. 1972; Dent and KoJoian 1(72). Dm'lng the later of the 
experllnents discussed here, in early 1975, the flux density at 7.85 GHz 
exceede<l 60 Jy. This is a remarkably large, but also rather slow, flux 
var ia t ion. There is some Indication thnt the increase may be irregular 
(e. g. ~ledd et a1. 1(72) with a suggestion of superposed outbursts. The 
incrense is barely <liscernable in the Goldstone total power measurementll 
(F igure V. 1) • 
B. THE DATA 
Inspection of the alllplitude data reveals that 30 84 Jnust be about 
the sallie augular size as 3C 120 at its largest. Overall, the source is 
very well resolved. At the lowest l'esolutlon on liN. about 85 percent of 
the tolal source flux is correlated, while the amplitude on the GS 
base line nevel' rises above 5 Jy. 
The amp 1 I tude curves are filled wi th a who Ie range 0 r pealui and 
valleys of different heights and depths, in apparent coufusion. If the 
amplitude data are proJected onto the (u,v) plane, a reassuring feature 
becollles evident, however; what once was chaos falill reasonably well into 
ORIGINAI; PAGE IS 
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a row of parallel ridges (Figure V.2). This suggests that the brlghtne88 
distribution is elongated along a position angle near -10 degrees, and 
has a prominent separation of about 5 msec of arc. The maxima and minima 
vary wIdely In height and depth, however, and the sllnpllclty seems to 
break down on the Intercont Inenta 1 base lines. The components of the 
source must therefore have a complexity of their own. 
Because the amplitudes on the llN baseline reach almost 50 Jy (out 
of a total of about 60), we should expect to account for most, If not 
all, of the flux In the mop. Indeed, the spectrum suggests that small 
components should dominate the power at 7.85 Gllz. 
Evidence for changes In the brightness distribution Is dlscernable 
In the data, although It Is 81lght. The heights of the maxima and depths 
ot the minima can be seen to change slowly with time, and 80me change8 
can be seen In the closure phose. These changes are larger than any 
possible error in the data, Including systematic errors, but only, 
slightly. We can expect the changes to be difficult to Isolate In the 
maps. 
C. "LOW RESOLUTION" f>IAPS 
Because we have a longel' time series of data for the liNG triplet 
only, and longer sti)1 for IIG alone, a series of "low resolution" maps 
using only these baselines would be of Interest .• Of the8e, the HG 
baseline is the longest: 100 million wavelengths. The half width of the 
beam Is 2.06 msee of arc east/west and 2.61 msec north/soutb. The second 
maximum In the basic amplitude pattern Is Just reached by the IIG 
baseline. At this resolution, the brightness distribution should be 
relatively simple. 
The fits to the (filtered) data appear in Figure V.3 and the maps 
in Figure V.4. All were obtained with a 5 by 10 point grid oriented due 
north/south. The July 1974 solution was obtained after initialization 
with several different single points. As all the amplitudes and closure 
phases change only slightly with time, all the rest of the solutions were 
Initialized with the map output by the July 1974 solution. ~Iost of these 
have also, at one time or another, been grown from a poInt source. The 
correc t Ion for the sea ling prob lem for the NRAO baselines in March 1974 
was adJusted so that the level of the lIN amplitudes is the same as it was 
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n of amplitude maxima in the 
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'"OS 8z Tah Ie V.1. Summary of low resolution 3C 84 solutions ~~ Session Ha If-power heam Data Grid IX: Peak Tit Map Flux Total Flux g~ E/W N/S A ~ E/W N/S ------- --------------- ------- ----------- ------ -------- ----------1O 
- ta 
1972 1.86 2.38 90 0 ~ 10 2.44 8 x 1
0 40.1 ~O.O 
May 73 1.86 2.50 74 0 5 10 9.46 
8 x 10'0 47.7 54.2 
Aug 73 1.86 2.52 66 11 5 10 2.04 9 x 10
'0 43.4 54.4 
Oct 73 1. 86 2.38 134 41 5 10 3.38 
9 x 10'0 47.9 57.0 
foJar 74 1.86 2.38 183 40 5 10 5.96 
X 10" 53.3 57.9 
I r...3Y 74 1.86 2.20 167 24 5 10 3.50 
9 x 10'0 51.2 57.8 
QI 
QI 9 X 10'0 
I Jul 74 1.86 2.38 230 49 ~ 10 3.4~ 
~3.7 57.9 
Oct 74 1.86 2.38 105 29 5 10 6.97 9 x 1
0 10 52.3 61.5 
Jan 75 1.86 2.38 105 29 5 10 6.97 9 x 10
10 52.3 61.5 
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Figure V.~l.a. FIts to the filtered liN baseline Ilmplitudes for the low 
resolution series of Il1DpS of 3084. 
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Figure V.4.a. Low resolution maps of 3C 84 for the August
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Figure V.4.b. Low resolution maps of 3C 84 for the ¥~rch and May 1974 
observing sess ions. Contour interva 1 is 0.5 Jy/square msec or 1.1 
x 10 10 K. 
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Figure V.4.c. Low resolution maps of 3C 84 for the July and October 1974 
observing sessions. Contour interval is 0.5 Jy/square msec or 1.1 
x 10 10 K. 
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Figure V.4.d. Low resolution map for the January 1975 observing session. 
Contour interval is 0.5 Jy/tnsec or 1.1 x 10.0 K. 
for the sessions adJacent in time. 
'Hth the exception of August 1973, 011 curves pass through 
the data 
points well and In a consistent manner from session to ses
sion. The 
August 1973 solution, which Is poorly determined because of
 the sparse 
data, shows a good, but different fit. Al though the rnap look
s simi lar, 
the so III tlon canno t be cons Idered very re Ilab Ie. 
Table V.l summarizes the solutions. 
1'lost of the flux api)ears to corne from the southern end of the 
source. This large b lob is wha t Is respons ib Ie for the grea 
t power in 
the HN amplitudes. The expected elongation does appear In th
e mop, at 
the expected position angle. In the NG and HG range. the sou
t11ern 
component is well enough resolved so that Its effective flu
x is 
comparable to the northern component<s). and the observed deep nulls are
 
produced. 
As expected, It is difficult to locate the source of the b
rightness 
chnnges. It appears to be related to ,a flux increase In the 
central or 
northern part of the source, or perhaps both. The souther
n component 
appears to be unchanged; at least, it reaches the sal11e brig
htness contour 
in all solutions. The appearance is of a migration of 
emission to the 
north with time. 
One base line (HG) da to a Iso exis t for three sess Ions in 1972 Olay, 
June, and July). and for l'illy 1973. This is not enough in Itself for a 
mop. but a possible solution has been reconstructed in the
 following way. 
Since the UN amplitudes changed very little with time l~hen obse
rved, the 
August 1973 lIN points were added to these data sets. after 
being scaled 
with the total flux changes, and the gl'ld was Initialized 
with the 
Oc tober 1973 so In t ion. One solution l'lllS done for the com
bined 1972 data 
and one fOl' )lilly 1973. These are not considered to be ul1igue brightness 
distributions, but rother those which re<1uire a minlmul11 of
 1110dification 
from the hetter-determined closure phase solutions. T
he two maps (Figure 
V.5) seem to continue back in tillle the trend that was Just noted. The 
nor thern sec t ion 0 f the source has been br Ightenlllg ",1 th t 
illle. A further 
data set in 1969 at 5-cm l'lavelength on lIN alone alElo shows 
the 
pos81billty of a similar structure. The overa 11 size an
d or ienta t ion 
must at least be shnllar. Cohen et a1. (1971> present. an IIG amplitude 
curve at 3.8 cm that could well be sim11ar to our 1974 curve
 at 3.8 cms. 
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Figure V.5. Possible maps of 3C 84 for some of the other 3C 84 data. 
The combined 1972 data was taken during May. June and July. 
D. HIGH RESOLUTION ~1APS 
Clearly, the full resolution of the array is necessary to 6'ee 
exac t l¥ wha t is happening. Because the lines of maxima and minima do 110t 
continue outward as entirely straight lines to the length of the Onsala 
baselines, we can expect the sJructure to be more co.mplex at higher 
reso lut ion. 
Certain problems arise wIth the addition of Onsala. Firs t, the GS' 
base line sweeps wi th l'emarknb Ie speed across the comp lexi ties in the 
(u,v) plnne. TIle denslt¥ of the data points along the track is unequal 
to the task 0 f fo llowlng them. TIle da ta on GS are sparser than on the 
other Onsala baselines because the Goldstone station was generall¥ only 
ava llab Ie for one da¥ dur ing each sess ion. The longest baseline, 
therefore, adds relatively few data points to the solution. It does, 
however, add parnme tel'S in abundance " because the gr id mus t be more 
finel¥ spaced to accommodate the resolution. It also worsens the prohlem 
of interpnrameter correlation, For this reason. the GS base 1 ine was no t 
included in any of the present solutions, nor an¥ of the closure phase 
data sets containing It. 
Solutions were obtained for the October 1973, and for the March. 
Ma¥ and .Jul¥ 1974, sess ions. The grids consisted of 7 b¥ 14 points, for 
a total of 98 fitted parameters. All were initialized with an 
interpolated version of the low resolution ~Ia¥ 1974 solution. In 
addition, the ~fn¥ 1974 run was also successfully started from a single 
point source. The details are summarized in Table V.2. The f i is to the 
data are presented. in Figure V.6 and the maps In Figure V.7. This 
fo 
contour interval is 2.2 x 10 K., twice that of the iow resolution Inaps. 
Not enough data WllS available from the August 1973 session to attempt a 
so lut ion. 
These fits are not, overall. as good as the low resolution Olles, 
Most of the deviation appeBl's i.;,h the closure phase data involving Onsola, 
where the da tn are ra ther sparse and no Is¥. Some 0 f the prob l'3m may come 
from power lying outside the grid. I'lore like I¥, howevel', I t Is due to 
mutually contradictory data points, perhaps cnus~d by calibration errors 
in Sweden. Reca 11 tha t the sca Ie is uncorrec ted for varia t Ions in sys tem 
temperature, and the 3C 04 data is collected over a very large range of 
eleva t ions. The source never se ts in Sweden and, a t the end 0 f the 
track, is skimming the northern horizon in lower culmination. Since the 
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Table V.2. 
Session 
-------
Oct 73 
Mar 74 
May 74 
Jul 74 
00 r.tj~ 
'<:10 
Ot:::l 
0:":::: 
wf; 
p:)1-t:J ~! 
Summary of high resolution 3C 84 solutions 
Half-power beam Data Grid liP E/W N/S A • E/W lVS --------------- ------- -----------
1. 16 1.40 280 116 7 14 3.36 
1. 16 1.40 406 140 7 14 3.81 
1. 16 1.40 352 102 7 14 2.94 
1. 16 1.40 545 150 7 14 3.37 
Peak TD Hap Flux Total Flux 
------- --------
----------
1:x: 10 11 48.1 57.0 
2 :x: lO" 55.0 57.9 
1 x lO" 52.4 57.8 
2 x 10" 53.7 57.9 
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Figure V.6.a. Fits to the filtered lIN baseline amplitudes for the high 
resolution 30 04 maps. 
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Figure V. 7. b. HIgh reso lut ion maps of 3C 84 for the May and Jut y 1974 
observing sessions. Contour Interval is i.O Jy/msec or 2.2 x 10'0 
K. 
general varia t ionR in the high reso 1 ut Ion da ta are reproduced, we can 
expect the main features of the fine structure to be real. 
however, beware 0 f the de tails. 
We might, 
These mops will reproduce the trend In the GS amplitudes, but not 
the exact fOI'nl of the wiggles. Since the wiggles and scatter are almost 
Indistinguishable without better 8amplillg, we can only say that the 
structure is consistent ,dth GS as well. 
Although the tillle span Is much shorter for these maps, changes with 
a consistent trend nre visible. There appenr to be two components to the 
nor th 0 f the strong o lie . During this tllne pel'lod, the northernmost 
component brlghtened while the central one dimmed, creating the 
Impression of power migrating to the north without aWl actual motion of 
the "lto t spo ts". As hefore, the brightness of the southern component 
reachcd nearly the same value In each 8e8slon. 
E. DISCUSSION 
Convenient ly, our perhaps best set of datn was space,d not more than 
one week in time away fOl'm a four station run at 2.0 crn ul'!ling the Bonn 
dish with Fort Davis, Texas, NMO, and Owens Valley In the United State8 
(Paulilly-Toth et ai, 1976). TI1is data set contains no closure phase 
Information, but the coverage was relatively good on six baselines out to 
290 million wuve lengths. The aut11or'.s adaptation of Paullny-Toth's map 
and ours are presented side by side In Figure V.O. The 2. a-cm map has 
been arbitrarily Inverted, to put the power at the proper end of the 
source. It has about tw~ce the resolution that OUl'S does. LIl~e ours, 
POllliny-Toth's map is composed of a string of coml>onents more or less 
a llgned a long the same pos I t Ion angle. Beyond tha t, however, there 
appear to be maJor differences. It would perhaps be possible to blend 
Paullny-Toth's two southern components to form our one. But our central 
componont occupies the spnce of a lnrge blnllk in Patlliny~Tot.h's mnp. 
These differences might be caused by real structure changes with 
frequency. Although the fl'equency difference I!'I not grent, the spectrnl 
region in question Is ncar the synchrotron self-absorption peak. If 
different parts of the ~ource became optically thick at different 
frequencies, one might expect rather drastic changes over relatively 
small differences In frequency. 
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Figure V.8. Comparison of the present results with the author's 
hand-sketched adaptation of the Pauliny-Toth et a1.(1976) 2.8-crn 
map. 
Al terna t Ive Iy, amb Igui ties cOllsed by the mapp Ing procedures ot' by 
dlffel'cnc()s In ·the (u,v)-plane coverage could be rel!lponslble. To test 
this possibility, our map was used to generate visibility curves on the 
"FOG" base lines. The Bonn base lines are a 11 longer than our maximum 
resolution, so no useful comparison can be made with them. The 
re})roduc t ion was good to wi thin a maximum devla t Ion of less than 10 
percent in isolated spot.s In the (u,v) plane. This suggests that our map 
is applicable to the 2.0-cln data as well with only minor changes. There 
is no evidence for large sca Ie changes In s tl'UC ture wi th frequency In 
this resolution range. Thl!! result suggests that the Paullny-Toth map 18 
not the proper solution and might not fit closure phase data If there 
were any. This conc Ius Ion Is re Inforced by the appearance in the VLB 
Array Repol't (Cohen et ~al. 1975b), In the co\U'se of Its evaluation of 
VLBI modeling pl'oblcrns, of another possible map based on the Paulluy-Toth 
data. It looks much llke our present results. 
01l1' mapp lug procedure has a Iso been conf lrrned by means 0 f a 
two-d Imens lona 1 vel'S Ion (llut ton, unpub Ilshed) 0 f the Four IeI' ser ies 
aualysls routine developed by Rogers et 01. (1974), and by a 
semi-model-fitting technique developed by Cotton (see Wlttets et 01. 
1976). Both were, of COUl'se, done on the 3.0-cm data. In addition, a 
map for early 1973, again at 2.8 cm, obtained by a method developed by 
Fort and Yee (1976) Is presented in the VLB Array Report. It also 
closely resembles our map. The Fort and Yee algorithm has also been 
applied to some of the older, and probably Inadequately sampled, Quasar 
Patrol data, producing several possible maJ'.s (Fort 1976). The shortest 
baseline used here was fiG so that the larger scale structure is totally 
undetermined. With the addition of a little imagination an e,,'en o Idel' 
Canadian model (Legg et 01. 1973) fit to some 2.0-cm data can also be 
made to resemble the present results. 
We cOllchl<le that the construction of a I!Ipech'al index Illap of 3C 04 
should walt until phase data becomes available at other frequencies, or 
uutil grids Inltiallze(1 from an adequately sampled cloFlure-pllllse 801\1tlon 
can he leas t squares fit ted to the amp Ii tude do ta where this is no t 
possible. 
Fringe amplitude data have also been taken on 3C 04 at 2 cm (NIell 
et 01. 1975) and at 10 cm (Shaffer and Schlllzzi 1975) but no models have 
been fitted. The features of the amplitude curves are consistent with a 
similar structure. 
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We observe no mo t ion oi nulls. None 0 f the source components 
appear to move, during the October 1973 to July 1974 time period, by more 
than about 0.2 msec of arc. The corresponding velocity limit Is 0.3 msec 
of arc per year or 0.5 times c. There appear to be only changes in the 
relative power of the components. They change, at least during this time 
period, however, In such a way that powel' migrates northward, in the 
direction that might mimic apparent expansion if It were to continue long 
enough 
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Chapter VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
We now draw conc Ius Ions, on the performance of bo th the computer 
algorltluu and the radio sources. 
A. TilE ALGORITIUl 
One Important point can be made In favor of the sky-grid fitting 
opera t Ion; I t was success fu 1. It succeeded in exchanging information 
about the size of the brightness dietrlbutlon for whatever Information 
might be missing About the visibility function. Apart from the size 
restriction, which could be set arbitrarily, It allowed a cOlllpletely 
general brightness distribution. The maps were constructed with no 
confusing sldelobes. It was possible, also, to implement reasonable 
phys ica I res tr ic t ions on the maps ; for exarnp Ie, thn t the source be 
positive. Furthermore, the procedm'e was less sensitive to lnltial model 
input than is usual for VLBI mapping or modeling, 
The generality, however, required huge numbers of flt parameters, 
and hence huge amonnts of computer time. The complicated nature of 
spaces wi th huge numbers 0 f d lmens ions fur ther 19 lowed convergence by 
Introducing complicated correlations between thepal"ameters. We were, 
therefore, throl\'ll out on our own, so to speak, for error analysis. Our 
evaluation of the procedure rests, then, on artificially generated test 
sources, on comparison with other methods and data sets, and consistency 
of different results on the same source. 
We must conclude that, when the infol'mation is preseut in the data, 
and this is a question of coverage, the sk.y-gl"idding algol'ithuj is capable 
of extracting it, given computer time. 
B. THE SOURCES 
In two optically similar galaxies, we find somewhat divergent radio 
behavior. In 3C 120, whose total power variations are rapid. we also 
ORIGINAU PAGE IS 
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observe rapid changes In the structure. Each of the total power flares 
Is seen to arise from a distinct structural component and the components 
are seen to separate at superrelatlvlstlc velocities. This separation 
has continued more or less linearly over a series of separate flares, 
along virtually the same position angle. In 3C 84, on the other hand, 
the Individual components also change In Intensity but do not move 
measurably. The tlllIe scale of the variations Is somewhat slower. 
Let us first consider 3C 120. 
In the first, chronologically, Instance of apparent 
super-relativistic motion (Whitney et 01. 1971>, nine possible 
explanations were suggested, all perhaps "almost as dubious as the like 
number of llves of the proverbial Celines". The fIrst suggestion 
(numbered () was that the poor (u,v)-plane coverage was not sufficient to 
specify the brightness distribution, and that the double structure was an 
IIIU!~lon. However, It has withstood the test of additional data, some of 
I t wi th closure phase, on five sources: 3C 120, 3C 273B, 3C 279 (Whl tney 
et 01. 1971; Kellermann et a1. 1974; Uarandlno, unpublished), BL Lac 
(Clark et 01. 1973), and 3C 345 (Cohen et a1. 1976; Wlttels et a1. (976). 
Now Is the time to re-examine, mops in hand, the other eight suggestions. 
Explanations (v11), that the Hubble constant Is totally wrong, 
(vli1>, that our notions of cosmology are totally wrong, and (Ix), that 
the source components consist oC tachyonlc material, are too drastic for 
even this many-fold Increase In the amount of data to JustlCy. 
Explanation (v\), that the quasar redshlft is not a distance Indicator, 
seems less vlahle when applied to galaxies. Explanations (1i1). the 
SO-CB lIed "Chris tlnas tree" mode I where componentf' b link on and 0 Cf 
randonlly to mimic expansion, is eliminated by Inspection of the 3C 120 
maps (see also Wlttels et al. 1976 Cor motion observed in 3C 345), We 
would a Iso expec t. IC (111) is the correc t exp lana t lon, to see apparent 
contractions about half the time. None have been observed. The snme 
objection applies to explanation (v), that multipath propagation 
phenomena are responsible. It would also seem difficult to produce 
expans Ion cont inuous over severa I flares. 
That leaves the cot with only two of her lives. The apparent 
velocity of separation could represent, a phase velocity, rather than a 
group ve loc I ty, Alfernatively. actual motion oC sources might be 
occurring. If the line of motion makes a small enough angle (less thun 
about 30 degrees in the case of 3C 120's 4 c rate) with the line of 
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sight, special relutlvlstlc effects can cause rapId apparent mot Lon 
(e. g. Rees 1966; CavalIere, Morrls.on, and Sartori 1971; Behr et a1. 
1976). Selelstad (1974) attempted to I!!yntheslze the flux history and the 
existing VLBI <lata on 3C 120 In the light of a model proposed earlier by 
Ozernoy and Sazonov (1969). Explosive events In the nucleus were assumed 
to repeatedly eJect pairs of synchroh'on emitting pIasmolds in opposite 
directions. The plnsmolds expand adiabatically as they travel ollb~ard. 
If the velocities ll1'e Ils&llllled relatiVistic, the npPI'onchlng component (A) 
a I wnys appe aI's f 111' the I' ad va nc ed In I ts eva I u tl on than the rece ding 
component (0), because of the light travel time between the two. IIe 
fitted a serIes of parameterized outbursts to the total flux history at 
2.0,3.0,4.5, alHl 6.0 cm wavelengths, and divided them Into pairs. lie 
then confirmed the existence of the multiple source components and 
estimated velocltlel!! of separation and expansion from published VLBI 
da ta. He conc ludcd tha t the VLBI measurements, spnr&e though they were, 
conf Irmed the mode I and, fur thcrmore, tha t bo th separa t ion and expans Ion 
rat.es were relativistic. His analysis stopped In mld-1973, nearly at the 
peak of the second member of the strong outburst pair. 
baseline data begnn with this pall'. 
Our nlUl t iple 
The logic of the pairs of eJecta In the OZE:rllo'Y and Sazonov model 
Is based on the prominence of double structure in runny radio sources, 
among them the giant doubles, and all the suggestion of duplicity In the 
total flux curves of a few variable sources (Andrew 1973; Selelstad 
1974). Eqnally as striking as the double outburst phenomenon In the 
appearance of the 3C 120 total flux curve is the rarity of the really 
strong outburs ts. Prior to the ones In 1973, the las t were the 
"classics" of 1967-60 that contl'lhuted so much to the theory of val'lable 
radio sources (see KeJlermann and Paullny-Toth 1960). The smaller peaks 
In between seem by comparison to be only afterthourrhts. Although our 
observa t Ions cover less than even one full cyc Ie, they mny conln In some 
relevant evidence. Only during the strong flares is there evidence t1mt 
the source and the components are consistently very smull. Both become 
larger and more complex during the later flares. A modlflcatio11 of this 
I!Ilmple eJection model might be mode to fit the observations if It were 
a llowed. tho t true phys lea 1 0\1 tburs ts occur less fre quen t 1 y than 
originally proposed and that the eJecta do not fade uniformly as 
ad laba t ica 11 y expand lug clouds as they poss outwat·d. I t Is interN! t lug 
tha t, a 1 though these minor r lares do show the charac tel' is t lc behavior 
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with frequency which snggests optical depth changes, Aller, Olsen, and 
Aller (1976) have po IIII' Iza t Ion do to tho t shows a ItlOl'e comp lex mode I to be 
requh'ed, In particular, they believe the flares never become completely 
optically thin at these frequencies. They also observe continuity of the 
posltllon angle of polarization ovel' several total power peaks, although 
a possible change occlII'red In early 1974 nt the time of one of the penks, 
Any model whclh involves relatlvlst~c eJection of any substantial 
alnount of mutter involves formidable kinetic enel'gy requirements, Also, 
relatIvistic eJection generally predicts a large power difference between 
approachIng and recedIng components due to the redshlft difference, For 
symmetrical eJection, the case considered by Selelstad, it Is not 
possible to produce the 4 c apparent exponslon without on apparent flux 
rotlo greater thal.l to between the two components at their peaks, 
Clearly, the receding component should not he seen at all. 
Alternatively, one of the observed components might be the central site 
of the eJection of the other, in which case there should be some 
observabe difference between the two, or all of the components that we 
observe are approaching by along different angles to the line of sight. 
EJec t Ion of n1l11 t Iple components in a plane which we al'e viewing edge on, 
for examp Ie, won Id preserve the pre fel'red pos I t Ion ang Ie, Any eJec Ie 
moving In directions too far removed frolll the line of sight might not he 
blueshlfted enough to be observable, Note that this model does not put 
the Earth In a preferred position, because if the line of sight did not 
lie near the plnne, no superrelatlvlstlc expansion would be observed, 
Alternatively. a mo(lel where stationary source components are 
"turned 011" by t.he passage of a moving excitation front might have some 
advantages. The kinetic enel'gy problems disappear and, since the 
radiating nmlerial would not be moving. so do the redshlft problems, 
Trave 1 t lIue and phase ve loc I ty re 10 ted phenomena are s t I II avo I lob Ie to 
produce superrelat)vlstlc apparent motion. 
A dlffel'ent sort of phase velocity model has been put forward by 
Sanders (1974', In this model, the apparent motion depends on 
observation of different parts of a dIpolar Iilagnetlc field as synchrotron 
radiation from elcct.I'OIlR constrained to move along the field line!' Is 
beamed toward Earth. A pair of light spots which separate linearly with 
tIme is predicted for a perfect dipolar field. One would expect that the 
comp lexi ty, preslll1Jab ly in the magne tic fie Id, needed to exp la III the 
flares would also produce Irregularities In the explnnsion velocity, On 
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the contrary, we observe a fall' 1 y uni fOI'1II expans Ion o'/er severo I to to I 
power peaks. 
Although it ill not "trictly necessary, of (;ourse, thnt 3C 04 and 3C 
120 8telll (rolll the sallie physical mechanism, the VLDI oLservatlon8 do not 
appear to exclude the possibilIty of the1r doing so. Although theIr time 
scales of variatIon and nlotion are different, they both do exhIbit 
distinct structure components whIch changE: In flux. 
The apparent complexIty of 3C 04 showllI mostly on intercontinental 
base lInes, On the short baselines, It could pasa as a highly unEqual 
double. In other lqol'ds, If::l.C 04 were tUI'ued 1'1 idewllYs , reduced in flux 
by a factor of fIve, moved to a declination of +5 degrees, and observed 
wIth the nNG trIplet, it might look <tuite a bit like some of our 3C 120 
observations. The inseusltlvlty of Onsala would have disguised ony fine 
s truc ture tho t might have exls ted In 30 120. If the t",-o sources are in 
fact physically similar, the high resolutto~ obsel'vatlons of 3C 04 shOUld 
shed some light On the character of the apparent motions. Although each 
component Is not observe<l to move, a serIes of them might be excited In 
succession to mlcile expansIon. The dlfrerenc~s between the sources 
IlIlght, then, bo 11 down to t illle /!Ica ie and to the re la t I ve spa t 10 1 BeR Ie 0 r 
the InhomogeneIties in the nlalerlol or magllctl!:! flf'ld in the source and 
the excitation mechanism. Or, within the context of an e,Jection model, 
the difference between the sources might be simply the result of a 
difference in the actual velocities 01' Bngtes involved. 
Both e,Jectlon and phase velocity explanations appear to have 
survIved the ollslaught of data In llIodIfIe<l forlll. It As clear that, in 
both cases, what has been added Is Ii requirement for cOlllplexity. The 
simplest forms of the models are not adequate. 
C. LOOKING AHEAD 
Eventually, VLnl experiments will no doubt hecome eVell grander in 
scale that they nre now, and all but the tiniest holes ill the (n,v) plnne 
will he filled. The proposed "VLB Network" Is already in the planning 
fJ tages for such operll t lOllS (Cohen eta t. 1975b). Insofar as better 
coverage always helps, maps can always be better determined. 
It Is interesting to speculate, however, what windfalls source 
structure work may reap if and when the planned technical requirements 
necessary to measure continental drift are implemented. The first will 
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be, of cOIll'se. !'!ensltlvlly, ~Inee wider recording bnl'dwldths are plnnned, 
Work could be extended to weaker quasars and perhaps even some of the 
more ord Inal'y Seyfer t ga laxy nuc Ie 1. Wider synthes Ized bandwid ths 
provide. purely aud silllply. nlore (u,v)-plnne coverage and perhaps some 
spec tra I InCorllla t iOll, 
Astrometric datn of accuracy useful on the scale of a few 
millIseconds oC arc lIIay also result. Closure phase bnsed maps could be 
used to make corree t ions for source 9 true ture to the phase da ta used In 
the astrometric/geodetic solutions. thereby I'efering them to a known 
position In the map, Maps Crom successive experiments could then be 
superposed in absolute coordinates. Notice that the usefulness of this 
l!Icheme Imp lies the necess I ty 0 r source 8 true ture cOl'rec t lone Cor good 
bal!lellne solutions. 
It Is apparent from this study that experinlents closely spaeed In 
time, aPPl'oxtmstely every three months, are !lecessal'y to follow 
ullamb I guo us I y t hc source s t ruc ture changes in 3C 120. On the () t he I' hand, 
data over mallY Individual outbursts. years in other wOI'd9. al"e necessary 
to see any pattern. Spectral infor-mation Is also a must. The 
accumulation of the VLDI data necessary to specify the mechanism oC 
compact radio sources will. of necessity. be a long and slow process, 
The Quasar Patrol has shown, howevel'. the value of a BystenlBtlc 
monitoring program. 
We shall end ldth a list of questions which might be attacked with 
the help of vel'y long baseline Interferometl'y, and which might shed somc 
light on the problem, 
Do olltbul'S ts come in pa Irs? I r so, is there any BYS tema tic 
difference in the power. duration. internal expanslou rate, polarization, 
01' any other ohBervab!c property, between the approaching and receding 
components? Do Ilny reCllrl'elltly appear at the same prOJected positIon'? 
01' do outbursts como In groups of lOony? Are the O1>porel1t r'ates oud 
directions of ('omponcnt separation, and hence the true ,'nte and angle in 
the eJection JIlo(lel. repeotable in the sallie SOlll'Ce'? Can the center of 
e.Jec t Jon. if the I'e is one. be seen as n rad io source'? Is there any 
physical mo t tOil B t a II? 
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